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Summary

Research among practitioners from the construction industry in the Netherlands has indicated that failures in planning, in specific planning deviation, cause failure costs while executing the project. A realistic planning is suggested as a solution for this problem. The planning is based on how previous projects are executed and how this process lasted, or the company thinks it was lasted. To gain insight into how these processes actually proceeded and where bottlenecks occur projects are being monitored by the construction company. Interviews with practitioners revealed that these monitoring systems mainly depend on human written notes. It was noticed that despite the importance, the current practices of monitoring systems are still-time-consuming, costly and prone to errors. Thereby monitoring is rarely be done and the data is nearly used. This results in feeling based improving instead of fact based problem solving within construction companies.

Regarding the requirement to monitor construction processes and the fact that the currently used observation tools are inefficient and inaccurate the need for research regarding this problem is grounded. Within the research domain of process mining a possible solution for this problem can be found. Process mining provides an approach to gain insight and improve processes in a lot application domains. The goal of process mining is to gain event data, extract process-related information stored in event logs and discover a process model. Process mining is all about exploiting event data in a meaningful way in order to provide insights, identify bottlenecks, anticipate problems, record policy violations, recommend countermeasures, and streamline processes.

During the ‘data explosion’ from last decades the capabilities of information systems expanded rapidly. As a result the digital universe and the physical universe are becoming more and more aligned. The growth of the technological possibilities with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Global Positioning System (GPS), Intelligent Imaging Camera systems, sensor networks and Internet of Things will stimulate further alignment of the digital and physical universe. Even in the so called ‘old fashioned’ construction industry these new technologies are gradually implemented. Specifically the expansion of the use of Building Information Modelling (BIM) enables the industry to combine those new technologies within the design databases. This data explosion development makes it possible to record physical events during construction projects as ‘event logs’ and analyse them digitally.

Given (a) the interest in monitoring, observation of construction projects and the interest in construction process models, (b) the limited quality of current monitoring and observation tools and the unrealistic hand-made models, and (c) the possibilities to autonomous create, store, and extract event data with new technologies and BIM, it seems legit to study the value of relating event data to process models. Therefore this research targets on shortening construction projects by discovering bottlenecks with help of process mining and BIM.

In order to reach the target of the research state-of-the-art technologies are studied and a workflow is proposed. The Plan-Capture-Analyse-Reuse workflow enables continuously learning loops for contractors. It is seen that BIM based planning tools can be used to make as-planned models including planned tasks linked to building elements. Several monitoring technologies are available to capture the progress and planning deviation on construction sites. Within the case study executed within this research drone images are used to generate...
as-built point clouds models which are compared to as-planned BIM models. The deviations of the as-planned model and as-built process where measured, but no tool which can generate event logs from those models was available. Event logs are necessary for the analysing phase. By use of the Eventlog service, a software tool which is made within this study, the as-planned model is translated into event logs. The as-built data is merged with those logs resulting in as-built event logs. The event log data format enables process mining analytics. It is noticed that with process mining tools bottlenecks from the event logs can be discovered. The case study which is executed and described during this research proved that it is possible to gain insight in bottlenecks and planning deviation. By use of the Plan-Capture-Analyse-Reuse workflow and several BIM and process mining tools, continuously learning loops for construction companies where realized. As part of this workflow the Planning consult software tool is developed. By use of this tool it is proven that event logs from previous projects can be reused in order to advice construction planners and identify risks in early phases of new to build construction projects. Thereby it serves as a basis for continuously learning and enables construction project time decrease.

Current state-of-the-art technologies regarding planning and monitoring systems for construction projects enable to autonomously measure progress. It is recommended to contractors to implement the concept of process-oriented data warehouse, a database containing information about relevant events happened in the company and his construction projects. As-planned BIM models can serve as a solid bases for such warehouses. BIM tools are able to make as-planned models which are suitable for project scheduling. At this moment as-planned BIM is mainly used on single projects and mainly for visualisation purposes. However companies are not aware of the value of those models and applications and reusability of the accompanied data. With process mining analytics in mind a contractor finds an additional purpose for his as-planned models and records its requirements in the BIM protocol. The applicability of BIM based process databases in practice is an interesting topic for further research.
Samenvatting
Onderzoek in de bouw sector in Nederland heeft aangetoond dat fouten in de planning, vooral afwijkingen in de planning, faalkosten veroorzaken tijdens bouwprojecten. Een meer realistische planning zou de oplossing moeten bieden voor dit probleem. Planningen voor bouwprojecten worden gemaakt met kennis en inzichten die zijn ontstaan gedurende eerder uitgevoerde projecten. Om inzicht te krijgen in het verloop van bouwprojecten worden ze gemonitord door bouwbedrijven. Interviews met experts uit de praktijk hebben aangetoond dat de systemen om te monitoren vooral zijn gebaseerd op hand geschreven notities. Ondanks dat men beseft dat monitoren belangrijk is zijn de huidige observatie systemen duur, tijd rovend, en foutgevoelig. Daarom wordt het monitoren zelden goed uitgevoerd en wordt de verzamelde data weinig gebruikt. Dit resulteert in het verbeteren van bouwprocessen op basis van gevoel, in plaats van op feiten gegenereerd uit accurate data.

Gezien de noodzaak van het monitoren van bouwprocessen en het feit dat huidige observatie tools inefficiënt en inaccuraat zijn, is onderzoek naar dit probleem verantwoord. Het wetenschappelijk onderzoek domein process mining biedt een mogelijke oplossing voor dit probleem. Process mining biedt methodes om inzicht te krijgen in processen en ze daadwerkelijk te verbeteren. Het doel van process mining is om ‘event logs’ te verzamelen, proces gerelateerde informatie eruit te halen en proces modellen te ontdekken. Process mining probeert de proces modellen te analyseren zodat nieuwe inzichten ontstaan, knelpunten ontdekt kunnen worden, op problemen geanticipeerd kan worden, afwijkingen ontdekt kunnen worden, oplossingen aangedragen kunnen worden, en processen uiteindelijk gestroomlijnd kunnen worden.

Gedurende de ‘data-explosie’ van de laatste decennia zijn de mogelijkheden van informatie systemen flink uitgebreid. Een resultaat hiervan is dat de digitale wereld steeds meer met de fysieke wereld is verbonden. Het groeiende aantal mogelijkheden met Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Global Positioning System (GPS), Intelligente camera systemen, sensor netwerken, en het internet der dingen stimuleert de verbondenheid tussen fysiek en digitaal nog meer. Zelfs in de zogenaamde traditionele bouw sector worden deze technieken geleidelijk aan geïmplementeerd. Specifiek het groeiende gebruik van Bouw Informatie Modellen (BIM) zorgt ervoor dat het mogelijk is om deze nieuwe technieken te combineren met de ontwerp database van bouwprojecten. Deze data explosie maakt het mogelijk om fysieke events tijdens bouwprojecten te monitoren en op te slaan als event logs, om ze vervolgens digitaal te analyseren.

Gegeven (a) de interesse in het monitoren en observeren van bouw projecten en de interesse in proces modellen, (b) de beperkte kwaliteit van huidige monitoring tools en de onrealistische hand gemaakte proces modellen, en (c) de mogelijkheden om autonoom event data te meten en op te slaan met nieuwe technologieën en BIM, geeft genoeg aanleiding om onderzoek te doen naar het combineren van deze technieken. Daarom heeft dit onderzoek als doel om bouw projecten te verkorten door het ontdekken van knelpunten in projecten met behulp van process mining en BIM.

Om het doel van dit onderzoek te behalen zijn state-of-the-art technologieën bestudeerd en een werkmethode is voorgesteld. De Plan-Capture-Analyse-Reuse werkmethode maakt het mogelijk voor aannemers om continu te leren van projecten. Gedurende het onderzoek is er
gezien dat BIM gebaseerde planning tools gebruikt kunnen worden om ‘zoals geplande’-modellen te maken waarbij geplande taken gekoppeld zijn aan bouw elementen. Verschillende monitoring technieken zijn beschikbaar om het proces vast te leggen en planning afwijkingen te registreer. Met behulp van een case studie tijdens dit onderzoek zijn drones gebruikt om foto’s te maken van bouwplaatsen. Deze foto’s zijn vervolgens omgezet in 3D punten wolk modellen, de ‘zoals gebouwd’-modellen. Deze punten wolk zijn vervolgens vergeleken met de zoals gepland- modellen. De verschillen tussen het geplande en het gebouwde zijn daarmee gemeten. Door gebruik te maken van de Eventlog service, een software tool gemaakt tijdens dit onderzoek, zijn er event logs gemaakt van het zoals gepland-model. Vervolgens is de daadwerkelijke gebouwde data toegevoegd aan de event logs. Deze event logs zijn dan geschikt voor process mining analyses. De case study heeft aangetoond dat het mogelijk is om knelpunten en planning afwijkingen te ontdekken met BIM en process mining. Met behulp van de Plan-Capture-Analyse-Reuse workflow en verschillende BIM en process mining tools, is het continue leren van projecten gerealiseerd. Als onderdeel van deze workflow is de Planning consult software tool ontwikkeld. Met behulp van deze tool is aangetoond dat event logs van eerder uitgevoerde projecten hergebruikt kunnen worden om advies te kunnen geven aan project planners en managers van bouwbedrijven. Planning- en risico advies kan automatisch gegenereerd worden in vroege stadia van nieuw te bouwen projecten. Daarmee biedt dit onderzoek een basis voor het continu leren en daarmee het verkorten van bouwtijden.

Het is aangetoond dat huidige state-of-the-art technieken het mogelijk maken om autonoom bouw projecten te monitoren en deze data op te slaan en te hergebruiken. Als gevolg hiervan is het aanbevolen aan bouwbedrijven om het concept van proces georiënteerde data warenhuizen te implementeren. Een database waarin alle relevante evenementen staan die zijn gebeurd binnen het bedrijf of binnen bouwprojecten. Geplande BIM modellen kunnen dienen als een basis voor dit soort databases. BIM software tools zijn geschikt om zoals geplande BIM modellen te maken, maar op dit moment worden de modellen alleen projectmatig gebruikt voor visualisatie doeleinden. Bouwbedrijven zijn zich er niet bewust van dat deze modellen waardevolle informatie bevatten welke geanalyseerd en hergebruikt kan worden. Met de toepassingen van BIM en process mining, zoals beschreven in dit onderzoek, kan een bouwbedrijf extra doelen hebben voor de zoals-geplande modellen. De toepasbaarheid en meerwaarde van BIM gebaseerde proces databases in de praktijk is daarom een interessant onderwerp voor vervolgstudie.
1 Reading guide

The research is divided into a theoretical and a practical part. As can be seen in Figure 1, the report follows this structure. The report starts first with elaborating the problem definitions and research questions, thereafter a literature review (theoretical) is depicted followed by a description of the development of several tools and case studies (practical). The report ends with conclusions and recommendations for further work.

The classification of the chapters is elaborated and the target audience is addressed in this chapter.

1.1 Chapter classification

![Figure 1 Chapter classification](image-url)
Chapter 1 describes the reading guide, the chapter classification and target group are addressed as well in this part.

Chapter 2 elaborates the motivation of the research. In addition the target of the study is explained. Moreover the research questions and methods are grounded in this chapter.

Chapter 3 gives background information and expounds previous research about the topics in the research. It concludes with research gaps and elaborates the motivation of the study even more.

Chapter 4 elaborates a proposed workflow which gives methods to reach the target of this study. In addition gaps in current technologies are identified.

Chapter 5, 6 and 7 describes the development and testing of the tools which fill the technology gaps as identified in chapter 4.

Chapter 8 describes the developed workflow. In addition the developed tools are tested in practice by use of a case study. Moreover this chapter analysis the applicability of the tools and workflows in practice.

Chapter 9 gives conclusions and recommendations for applicability of the proposed workflow and technologies.

Chapter 10 finally elaborates discussions and possibilities for further research into the field of construction process mining.

1.2 Target group
The report elaborates this research as detailed as possible but it can be used in different manners depending on the reader’s interests. The report is written for several target groups: (1) Researchers or students in the fields of process mining, Building Information Modelling (BIM) and construction process management, (2) Practitioners in the construction industry such as contractors managers, project managers, project planners and BIM managers, (3) Software developers focussed on the construction industry, (4) Consultants in the field of Business Process improvement, and (5) innovators or people who follow the development of state-of-the-art technologies and accompanying possibilities.

Process mining researchers
Researchers within the process mining field will be interested in the applicability of process mining in the construction industry. They use this report to find opportunities for process mining in this specific sector. They also can have interest in the data sets of event logs which are used in this research and are available for scientific purposes (see Appendix 14).

BIM researchers
Researchers within the field of BIM can use this report as inspiration and find new applicability’s and possibilities of BIM usage. In addition the data sets which are used in the study contain several BIM files and are available for further research (see Appendix 14).

Process management researchers
Researchers in the field of construction process management can be interested in the technologies and tools which are used in this research. Those give state-of-the-art methods of analysing and managing of construction companies and projects. Process management
researchers can use the proposed workflows and technologies within the report to study the applicability and usefulness in projects.

**Practitioners**
Practitioners within the construction field such as contractors managers, project managers, project planners or BIM managers will be most interested in the practical benefits and opportunities of the developed tools. They can use this report to see alternative opportunities and workflows to manage their projects and enable continuously learning loops.

**Software developers**
Software developers can use the developed tools as inspiration for developing new applications within their own software. Moreover the source code of the developed tools is publically available via GitHub and therefore it gives a basis for further development.

**Consultants**
Consultants in the field of business process improvement can use this research to find new opportunities within the construction sector. Within this research alternative ways of process improvement methods are presented which could be of interest for consultants in this field.

**Innovators**
Innovators, or people who just follow technological developments, will be attracted to the case studies presented in the report, where a combination of different technologies is applied and the state-of-the-art regarding construction planning and monitoring is experienced. In addition they can use this report to see data science applications and opportunities in the construction sector.
2 Motivation

Construction projects take too long, occasionally finish on time and cause a lot of nuisance. In general a lot of people benefit when the execution of construction projects are finished as soon as possible. First the residents in the neighbourhood of the construction site have nuisance of the project and therefore they will be pleased when a project is completed. Second the construction company has less costs if execution processes will be shorter. Because construction site costs a large amount of money every day. In addition also the client will be happy if his project is finished as soon as possible.

The construction company is responsible for the realization of the project. The company will make a planning and this will be followed during execution. Research among practitioners from the construction industry in the Netherlands has indicated that failures in planning, in specific planning deviation, cause failure costs while executing the project (Bouwkennis, 2013). A realistic planning is suggested as a solution for this problem.

A planning is made with knowledge of the construction process. Knowledge is a result of experience from the planner and the construction company. Experience is gained by doing and practicing the profession. The planning is based on how previous projects are executed and how this process lasted, or the company thinks it was lasted. To gain insight into how this processes actually proceeded and where bottlenecks occur projects are being monitored by the construction company. However Quirijnen and van Schaijk (2013) indicated that employees of construction companies have a feeling that some specific process are struggling but that even if people are aware of inefficiency they are still not improving the right problems because they do not know exactly what can be improved. This results in feeling based improving instead of fact based problem solving.

Currently a lot of construction companies trying to optimize their processes with help of Building Information Modelling (BIM) and LEAN approaches. Companies claim to be ‘LEAN. Where they try to optimize processes in order to increase customer satisfaction. One of the fundamentals of LEAN is knowing what you are doing and have insight into your own processes (Sayer & Williams, 2013). Business Process Management (BPM) and Process Intelligence (PI) approaches are used to monitor and control LEAN process flows.

Interviews with practitioners conducted by Quirijnen & van Schaijk, (2013) revealed that these monitoring systems mainly depend on human written notes. It was noticed that despite the importance, the current practices of monitoring systems are still-time-consuming, costly and prone to errors. Thereby monitoring is rarely be done and the data is nearly used. Nevertheless, research in monitoring performance is not mature enough to enable control related studies (Yang, Park, Vela, & Golparvar-Fard, 2015).

Regarding the requirement to monitor construction processes and the fact that the currently used observation tools are inefficient and inaccurate the need for research regarding this problem is grounded. Within the research domain of process mining a possible solution for this problem can be found. Process mining provides an approach to gain insight and improve processes in a lot application domains. The goal of process mining is to gain event data, extract process-related information and discover a process model. Most organizations detect process problems based on fiction rather than facts. Van der Aalst (2011) describes process mining as
an “emerging discipline providing comprehensive sets of tools to provide fact-based insights and to support process improvements” (p. 7). In comparison with other data mining techniques, like for example Business Process Management (BPM) and Business Intelligence (BI), process mining provides a full understanding of as-is to end-to-end processes. BI focus on dashboards and reporting rather than clear process insights. BPM heavily relies on the experts which are modeling the to-be process and not help organizations to understand the actual as-is processes. (van der Aalst, 2011)

During the ‘data explosion’ from last decades the capabilities of information systems expanded rapidly. As a result the digital universe and the physical universe are becoming more and more aligned. The growth of the technological possibilities with RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), GPS (Global Positioning System), Intelligent Imaging Camera systems, and sensor networks will stimulate further alignment of the digital and physical universe. Even in the so called old fashioned construction industry these new technologies are slowly implemented. Specifically the expansion of the use of BIM enables the industry to combine those technologies within the design databases. (i.e. (Meadati, Irizarry, & Amin, 2010) (Lu, Huang, & Li, 2011) (Bügler, Ogunmakin, Teizer, Vela, & Borrmann, 2014)) This data explosion development makes it possible to record physical events as ‘event logs’ and analyse them digitally. Events may range for example from buying a bread, step in a train, or arrival of a truck and installation of a prefab element. Process mining is all about exploiting event data in a meaningful way in order to provide insights, identify bottlenecks, anticipate problems, record policy violations, recommend countermeasures, and streamline processes. (van der Aalst, 2011)

Process mining is impossible without proper event logs. Sometimes it can be a challenge to store and extract the event logs from a range of data sources such as, databases, flat files, message logs, transaction logs, ERP systems, and document management systems. In the construction industry all of these data sources are used, but every company has his own data structure and software systems. In general these sources are not used to extract event logs, but are used to run daily activities. Thereby companies do not realize that they are creating valuable data. As mentioned earlier the monitoring and observation data are unstructured and thereby not suitable to easily generate event logs. In contrast with these old data structures a BIM process requires a structured data protocol. Therefore project teams and companies agree about how to develop a structured BIM in order to store, add, extract and re-use information. But in these protocols hardly any agreements are made about process information. Not at all about storing event logs in BIM. This can be explained by the fact that it is labour-intensive to add process data to these models, and that people do not realize the value of this data. It is hard to estimate how much insight the event logs will generate, how processes can be improved with this information and what kind of value this has. Therefore it is reasonable that people do not take the effort to store and track monitoring data in a consistent way. But with the technological developments autonomous generation of event logs will be more easy. In addition it would be possible to structure the data autonomously and connect it with BIM. So that one can get insight into the actual process of the elements designed in the model.

Little research is done in studying the potential of process mining with BIM in construction projects. A small study is executed by Terlouw and Mulder (2014) who explored the potential
of process mining with the ISO standard for communication VISI. They used the events extracted from VISI archives in order to gain insight into communication processes in civil projects. They gained insights within three projects from a social interaction perspective and concluded that the potential of this data analysing approach in the construction industry is high. When looking at other industries several process mining studies have been done from a product perspective. This means that it describes everything that happens with a specific product in order to gain insight into the process bottlenecks from that specific product. For example Paszkiewicz (2015) conducted a case study in order to analyse inventory processes. The study revealed that the actual process is deviating from the process which was assumed. Also the distribution of work was not very efficient. As a result the process was changed and seemed more efficient after two iterative improvement rounds. This approach can be useful when describing a process from a building element perspective. As proved in the study by Quirijnen & van Schaijk, (2013) there is probably a lot of inefficiency in the process of building elements. But how much this is and how these processes occur in real time is very time intensive to measure by hand. Therefore this study focusses on measuring and analysing the processes of building elements with new technologies.

Given (a) the interest in monitoring, observation of construction projects and the interest in construction process models, (b) the limited quality of current monitoring and observation tools and the unrealistic hand-made models, and (c) the possibilities to autonomous create, store, and extract event data with new technologies and BIM, it seems legit to study the value of relating event data to process models. Therefore this research will explore the possibilities of shortening construction project with help of process mining and BIM. Moreover this study consists of two parts, a theoretical and a practical part. Within the theoretical part the requirements to enable process mining with BIM will be described and the practical part tests with use of a case study the potential of these new technologies.
2.1 Problem definition

2.1.1 Problem analysis and research objectives
The problem where this study is focusing on is that construction processes too often deviate from planning and thereby take too long. Even though practitioners know it went wrong in previous projects, still they do not improve this processes or adjust their planning formats. Theoretically it should be possible to identify failures and improve them in future projects so that a process will succeed in a most efficient way. Practically this is very difficult to realize because a lot of factors influence the construction time. The failure identification and improvement of construction processes is studied with process mining techniques and BIM. The objective of this research is split into two parts, a theoretical and a practical target.

The theoretical objective is:

“To realize a shorter construction time for the execution phase of construction projects”

The practical target is:

“To determine bottlenecks and planning deviations (-and their causes) with process mining techniques and Building Information Models within the execution phase of construction projects by using autonomously gained observation data.”

Based on the theoretical- and the practical target a hypothesis for this study is determined:

“If bottlenecks and planning deviations can be identified with autonomously gained data, process mining and BIM, the planning can be made more realistic and construction projects can be shortened.”

2.1.2 Problem definition
Based on the objectives two problem definitions are defined. Problem definition 1 is the theoretical approach of the subject. Problem definition 2 is defined to realize the practical target of this study.

Problem definition 1:

“Can execution processes from construction projects be shortened based on insights gained with BIM and process mining techniques?”

Problem definition 2:

“Can bottlenecks and planning deviations (and their causes) be identified with BIM and process mining techniques (which are) employed in early construction process stages?”
2.2 Research question(s)

In order to achieve the objectives of this research and to solve the problem stated above several research questions are specified.

*Questions that belong to problem definition 1:*

Research question 1:
- How can processes of construction projects be characterized?

To shorten construction projects it is useful to understand how these processes are structured, characterized and executed in practice.

Research question 2:
- What kind of data can be used during the analysis for improving construction processes with process mining?

During construction projects a lot of data is generated, it is useful to understand which data has to be described in event logs such that it is valuable for improving execution processes.

Research question 3:
- How can process mining methods be used for analysing automatically harvested data to identify bottlenecks in construction projects?

There are different ways of analysing the gathered data, therefore it is useful to understand how the algorithms work and which ones are suitable for analysing construction projects.

Research question 4:
- How can process mining methods be used for identifying planning deviations in construction projects?

There are different ways of analysing the gathered data, therefore it is useful to understand how the algorithms work and which ones are suitable for analysing construction projects.

Research question 5:
- How can process data be linked or related to elements in BIM?

From the answers on the questions above it is known what kind of data should be collected and which algorithms could be used. This question answers how this data can be related to construction elements which are stored in BIM.

*Questions that belong to problem definition 2:*
Research question 6:
- What are the requirements for a toolbox which can be used to address the challenges posed in problem definition 2?

To solve problem definition 2 several tools could be used in practice. Therefore it is useful to understand what requirements the tools should have to solve the problem. This toolbox should be primarily focusing on contractors’ managers or project leaders but could also be useful for other participants in the process. An example of elements of this toolbox could be: BIM software, Track and trace software and hardware, Data analysing software, Camera systems, etc. How these elements complement each other should be answered in this question.

2.3 Research approach
This study is divided in two parts, a theoretical and a practical part. The first problem definition\(^1\), belongs to the theoretical part which is addressed along with the sub questions by knowledge gained with desk research. More specific, research question five is addressed by the employment of open building data models such as the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). In addition it is described and prototypically demonstrated how process data can be stored and extracted in IFC using data processing tools such as the BIMserver.org platform.

The practical part is problem definition \(^2\). To answer this question and the sub questions and validate the proposed workflow an in depth case study is conducted. This approach allows to narrow down a very broad field of research into one easily researchable topic (Martyn, 2015).

2.4 Expected results
The results of this research are twofold. First a theoretical scientific approach is given which describes if construction processes can be shortened with use of BIM and process mining. In addition big data- and process mining methods will be explored for applicability in the construction industry especially with use of BIM databases. Process mining is rarely applied in the field of construction, therefore this study will contribute to the knowledge of this research field in the applicability in the construction industry. This combination of approaches has not been done to date. As a result of this thesis a new application area of BIM is introduced.

Second this study will explore the state-of-the-art of monitoring techniques. Therefore it is useful for companies, especially contractors, which are increasingly interested in process monitoring and process models. This study will be describe the potential of this new developments. Thereby contractors can determine if they are willing to invest in data analysis capacity in software, hardware and in human resources. Also, educational institutions will be able to determine if these kind of skills are useful to their students.

---

\(^1\) “Can execution processes from construction projects be shortened based on insights gained with BIM and process mining techniques?”

\(^2\) “Can bottlenecks and planning deviations (and their causes) be identified with BIM and process mining techniques (which are) employed in early construction process stages?”
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3 Literature review

In order to answer research questions one until five a literature study is conducted. The literature review consists of three parts. Starting with (1) a clear understanding of the past research into construction process planning and monitoring. Moreover the first part identifies the global technological state-of-the-art of progress monitoring and information systems in construction. Thereafter it contributes with an overview (2) of the past research into process mining in construction and other sectors where process mining has proven its value. In addition this part attentions on identifying bottlenecks and planning deviation methods with process mining algorithms since this is the focus of the study. The last part (3) is about the identified research gabs and the application of process mining within the construction industry.

Since the focus of this research is on the execution phase of construction projects it is reasonable that the scope of this review is also on the execution phase. Although to understand the complexity of construction processes and the potential of using process mining throughout the whole building life cycle some concepts are described also in other phases (like design and maintain stages).

3.1 Construction process planning and monitoring

In this section the characteristics of the construction sector are presented. The purpose of this section is not to give a complete and detailed report, but by use of previous research it pictures shortly the complexity of processes within construction projects. In addition the difficulty of manage project information and involved stakeholders which exists in the lifecycle of a building is described. In order to manage those projects IT systems are used. The trends in usage of those systems are elaborated. More specific focus on using IT systems in order to manage project schedules are elaborated.

3.1.1 The complexity of construction processes

Over time lot of studies have been done to construction processes. A study performed in the fifties by Cox and Goodman (1956) already concluded that the complexity of construction operations regarding housing projects demands a subsequent problem solving capability by the involved stakeholders. Winch (1987) stated that construction projects are amongst the most complex of all activities. Gidado (1996) supplemented this view by indicating that “there is continuous demands for speed in construction, cost and quality control, safety in the work place and avoidance of disputes, together with technological advances, economic liberalization and globalization, environmental issues and fragmentation of the construction industry”(p.3). This results in a rapid increase in the complexity of construction processes. Studies state that firms in the construction industry are blamed for inefficiency of operations (A. Cox & Thompson, 1997). Moreover, research has concluded that characteristics of the construction process seems to favour short term productivity while hampering innovation, technical development and learning (Dubois & Gadde, 2001). A common view among most authors seems the construction processes are complex and this complexity doesn’t stimulate process improvement.

As a solution to manage this common complexity studies state that construction has to adopt techniques that have improved performance in other industries, for example just-in-time delivery (Pheng & Hui, 1999), LEAN management (Aziz & Hafez, 2013), supply chain management (Vrijhoef & Koskela, 2000) and industrialization of manufacturing processes (Gann, 1996). However Weick (1976) (as cited by Dubois & Gadde, 2001) suggest that the
construction industry is described as a ‘loosely coupled system’ with complex particularities. Therefore they state that management techniques which improve performance in other industries are not readily transferable to the construction sector because of its particularities.

One of the particularities in construction is the amount of actors involved in each project. Cox & Thompson (1997) argued that because the composition of actors is continually changing among projects it is difficult to make use of experience gained in previous projects. They concluded that this causes repeatedly the same problems and cost inefficiencies because ‘learning curves have to be climbed each time’.

It can be concluded that construction processes became more complex over time. As a result practitioners in planning are facing a lot of difficulties and projects repeatedly run over time. Complicated individual parts within construction projects may cause problems for the whole project. In order to help them managing the project information systems including soft- and hardware are more common used to monitor the projects’ progress. But what is exactly a construction process? Which phases does it exist of and how are soft- and hardware tools used to plan and monitor this processes? Those questions are answered in next paragraphs.

3.1.1.1 A construction process description

This section describes per phase the complexity in terms of stakeholders, information exchange and monitoring. The phases as described are non-exhaustive and give a short identification of a construction process.

The complexity of a construction project already starts with the notification that the phases can differ from one project to another (Zwikael, 2009), depending on the contract, stakeholders and project type. However a common structure can be established (Picard, Paszkiewicz, Strykowski, Wojciechowski, & Wojciech, 2014): starting with the preparation or plan phase, thereafter a construction phase, followed by an operation and maintenance phase. Finally the building can be demolished or recycled but since this is out of the scope of the study this phase will not be described. Each phase could contain several sub phases which are elaborated more.

Plan phase

Each project is started with a preparation or plan phase where a construction permit must be obtained. A project initiator (i.e. developer, real-estate agent, private client) acquires a plot of land and hires (usually) architects to design the blueprint of the building. Construction projects involve a lot of organizations, however mainly public agencies have to deliver agreements, certificates, and permits. In order to sketch the complexity Picard et al. (2014) listed a set of departments which often are consulted concerning construction permits: Area planner, Heritage planner, Industrial Lands planner, City Drug Policy, Coordinator, Social planning, Housing Centre, Building Processing Centre, Fire and Rescue Services, Environmental Protection, Licenses and Inspections, Legal Services, Police, Park Board. Each department has its own requirements regarding the constructions design. Validating the design with this large amount of requirements is difficult to manage. Often a project manager is hired by the initiator to lead and monitor the process to gain a construction permit. A growing amount of project teams use information systems to manage those complex design processes (JBKnowledge, 2015), more on this in chapter 3.1.2. When the permit is approved by the local public agency the preparation phase is over and evolves to the construction phase.
Construction phase
The goal of the construction phase is to realize the building according to the design which is approved with a permit during the preparation phase. In the construction phase a contractor gets involved. He is responsible for realizing the building, in order to do so a lot of activities are delegated to subcontractors. So during the construction phase a lot of specialists with various competences are involved to build the buildings. To identify the complexity and variety of parties which should be managed: Electricians, Plumbers, Painters, Bricklayers, Roof coverer, Glazier, Tiler, etcetera. Those specialists are usually contracted with short term project contracts. It happens that even in middle- or small sized projects a lot of contracts are signed by the main contractor. As a result the management of all parties, processes and activities in the construction phase is a complex task. The construction phase ends when the building is ready and a handover form is signed off. This procedure is involved with a series of inspections and quality checks.

Operate and maintenance phase
During the operation and maintenance phase the building is used for daily activities. The building should function proper according to the functions for which it was designed and constructed. In order to assure the quality operation and maintenance activities have to be performed like: Cleaning, Elevator maintenance, Electrical replacements, Painting, etcetera. Like in the construction phase these tasks are often outsourced to specialized organizations. As a consequence a wide spectrum of contracts have to be arranged. Optionally a property is transferred of ownership. Before selling potential buyers are interested in information about the property. In order to assess the value of the property a property condition assessment (PCA) is done (Straub, 2009). Several aspects are taken into account such as: building location and site, structural elements, interior elements, roofing, plumbing systems, electrical systems, safety systems, etcetera. An important part for value estimating concerns the costs of immediate and necessary future repairs to building parts (Picard et al., 2014). A PCA provides precise information about the state of a property, therefore it is often a basis for negotiations and financial planning. In addition also the financial archives of the operate and maintenance phase is key information for potential buyers that need to value the profitability of a property. Therefore several documents related to financial aspects have to be prepared. In case of large buildings the management of such documents and involved organizations within this phase is a complex task. As well as capturing, updating, and resolving customer issues is a crucial and demanding process.

Problem identification in construction processes
From previous chapters it is clear that the construction industry can be characterized with large fragmentation. In this regard, (Caldas, Soibelman, & Gasser, 2005) notice that in such a dynamic environment the exchange of information between two organization information systems and sources is crucial for efficient project management. However there is a growing adoption of tech solutions (JBKnowledge, 2015) in order manage all those information exchanges. More specific BIM is gaining more momentum to manage the requirements of all parties in order to make a good design.

3.1.2 BIM and IT systems adoption in construction
In order to effectively manage construction projects and stakeholders throughout their life cycle information technology (IT) systems in the construction industry are implemented more
and more (Jung & Gibson, 1999) IT budgets are gradually growing, more IT staff is hired and research and development departments within companies are focusing on IT applications more and more (JBKnowledge, 2015). Nowadays most firms within the construction industry are using IT systems as management tools and a growing amount of information is captured within those systems (Ma & Lu, 2010). JKnowledge (2015) surveyed the usage of IT systems. Most are used to run daily activities such as accounting, estimating, bidding, project scheduling and management, client relationship management, file storage and collaboration, conferencing and communications, on company level and on project level.

Traditionally 2D CAD drawings and documents where used in order to express the projects design. Now intelligent building databases within BIM environments are created in order to manage the essential building design and project data throughout the buildings life cycle. Growing computer performances contributed to growth of BIM platforms and applications (JBKnowledge, 2015). Over last year’s BIM technology has been developed rapidly and a broad variety of programs used by different disciplines such as architects and structural engineers makes collaborations difficult. Varying file formats lose reliability as they are exchanged across platforms and software. To combat this inefficiency the Industry Foundation Class (IFC) is developed. Nowadays IFC tends to be mature and has widely been used.

3.1.2.1 IFC

Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is a data schema for representing buildings and associated activities for designing, constructing, and maintaining them (BuildingSmart, 2016a). Simply explained IFC is a set of agreements which describes how building elements (such as a door, or a wall) can be stored digitally. The IFC specification is developed and maintained by buildingSmart International as a ‘Data Standard’. The IFC open and neutral data standard enables a wide range of possibilities and is well suited for the construction domain (BuildingSmart, 2016a). IFC is designed to accommodate many different configurations or levels of detail, therewith it supports interoperability across software applications and industry domains. IFC can serve as a basis to describe, exchange and share building project data. Building components are expressed as objects with attributes (Tah, Carr, & Howes, 1999). IFC allows most of the required object definitions for building elements. Moreover an advantage of IFC is that missing attributes can be easily added if needed.

The specifications of IFC are determined within a schema. This schema describes a collection of entities (or classes), attributes, and relationships between entities. An IFC model is a population of the schema, following the patterns, templates and constraints as stipulated by the schema. (Liebich, 2009) Such a model describes in practice for example a project data model or a building information model. All implementations of IFC are called Model View Definition (MVD). A MVD defines a subset of the IFC schema that is needed for particular use (BuildingSmart, 2016a).

Although much of the initial focus of IFC has been on describing the physical components of buildings, the IFC schema also includes non-physical project data such as documents, costs, organisational aspects, schedules, and construction resources (T. M. Froese, 1999). Several studies have indicated that IFC can be used for process related intensions. For example several early studies claimed that information for planning and cost estimation can represented usefully with IFC (T. Froese, Fischer, & Ggrober, 1999; T. M. Froese, 1999). Zhang, Zhang, Hu, and Lu, (2008) used IFC to represent building element information and to simulate
construction processes. Fu, Aouad, Lee, Mashall-Ponting, and Wu, (2006) described the nD model using IFC to describe planning related information such as task and costs.

**Process related properties in IFC**

In order to answer research question five in the study, it is studied how process data can be linked to elements in IFC. Processes within the IFC scheme can be independently described and represented in project models (T. M. Froese, 1999). Schedule activities can be associated with the work processes. There are two major entities in IFC to support construction processes: IfcProcess and IfcTask. IfcProcess represents an action taking place in building construction. Processes can have predecessors and successors of the process defined by IfcRelSequence. In addition processes can have resources assigned to it by IfcRelAssignsToProcess. A task is captures in IfcTask and is described as an identifiable unit of work carried out independently of any other units of work in a construction project (BuildingSmart, 2016b). Information such as construction work methods, schedule dates, and duration are defined at IfcTask level. The association between processes and the objects upon they operate is described in an objectified relationship entity named IfcRelAssignToProcess.

Specific process related properties which are used in this study, TaskName and TaskID, can be found in IfcTask. The specific task is connected to schedule information by use of IfcRelAssignsTasks. Time-related information such as task start time and task end time can be found in IfcScheduleTimeControl. This counts for IFC 2x3, with the development of IFC 2x4 this changed in IfcTaskTime (van Merriënboer, Dijkmans, Klerks, van Berlo, & Ree, 2013). However since 2x4 is still not adopted in every software 2x3 is adopted in this study.

3.1.3 Planning, capturing and monitoring on construction sites

Schedules can be used to effectively support the execution of the construction project. In addition, time schedules, resource schemes, or other documents for a feasible construction process control can be developed. In practice those documents are generated in early stages of the project. However, on-site works are characterized by permanent changes and modifications in project conditions (Mikulakova, König, Tauscher, & Beucke, 2010).

As stated by (Saidi, Lytle, & Stone, 2003) efficient data collection, a timely data analysis and a communication of the results in a well interpreted way are major concerns for construction companies. This section explores related work regarding construction process planning and monitoring reviewing the traditional methods and the state-of-the-art regarding automated planning generation with BIM.

3.1.3.1 Traditional planning methods

Construction project planners contribute to a construction organisation by ensuring that estimating and tendering are based on good understanding of the methods, time and space which are necessary to carry out the tasks for each project taken into account the corresponding risks (Graham M. Winch & Kelsey, 2005).

The project plan can be developed with a plethora of techniques and methods (Kenley & Seppänen, 2009). Harris and Ioannou, (1998) listed a long selection of methods, which can be

---

3 “How can process data be linked or related to elements in BIM?”
categorized in two main categories activity-based and location-based methodologies (Kenley & Seppänen, 2009).

Activity based scheduling is the current dominant scheduling technique in the construction industry and was first developed in the 1950s but origins in early work of Taylor and Gantt in early 1900s. They introduced Gantt charts (see Figure 2) independently. Kelley and Walker, (1959) first coined the term critical path method (CPM) which is a method which has a deterministic structure. CPM provides a graphical view of the projects, predicts the time required to finish the project and shows which activities are critical in order to maintain the schedule and which are not. CPM can be implemented in Gantt charts. CPM describes activities and events as a network. CPM is developed for complex but fairly routine projects with minimal uncertainty in the completion times. However for less routine projects CPM is not suitable. Therefore another activity based method is more suitable, for example is Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) which has a probabilistic structure (as can be seen in Figure 3) While CPM is easy to understand and use, time variations are not considered. PERT is a method that allows for randomness in completion times. PERT is useful since it provides expected completion times of projects, probabilities of completions of events, critical path activities that impact the completion time, activities which may have slack and can lend resources to critical path activities. However the use of PERT can be limited as little experience is available about durations of activities.

![Figure 2 Example of a Gantt chart](image-url)
Common to both CPM and PERT is the underlying logical structure of the model where discrete activities are joined by logical relationships. Each activity is part of a activity model and maintains a relationship with its predecessors and successors. Activity based planning methods are considered elegant and powerful and has enabled improving project performance within the construction industry (Kenley & Seppänen, 2009).

Location based scheduling is an methodology based on tracking the continuity of crews working on tasks. Those techniques are based on methods developed in early 1900 and used since the 1929 on projects like the Empire State Building (Kenley & Seppänen, 2009). But until now has found limited support in commercial construction, however modern methods have shown that CPM and location based scheduling can be combined within modern software tools (such as Vico6) which allows powerful scheduling methods which thus expected to gain popularity. The location based methods such as line of balance and flowline method (see are concerned with movement of resources trough locations or places. In comparison to activity based methods it doesn’t focus on repetition, but concentrates on tasks. Possibly this techniques should be called task-based methods, however this is indicated as confusingly with the term activity-based. Therefore location-based is adopted (Kenley & Seppänen, 2009). The major benefits of this method are that it provides production rates and duration information in form of easily interpreted graphics format and t allows a smooth and efficient flow of resources.

6 http://www.vicosoftware.com/
3.1.3.2 More advanced and automated planning methods

Traditional methods have proven its value regarding construction process management. However methods such as CPM or PERT support the documentation of construction schedules but not their generation. The schedules created with those methods are produced manually and are thereby error prone (Mikulakova et al., 2010). Since the adoption of IT systems is growing new methodologies have been developed on top of existing planning methods. The aim of those procedures is to improve accuracy and quality of schedules based on predefined algorithms. (Huhnt & Enge, 2006) This chapter elaborates shortly current usages of automated planning methods.

**BIM planning**

The as-planned models, often referred to as 4D models (Wang, Zhang, Chau, & Anson, 2004), help to increase the understanding, coordination and communication of construction processes (Mikulakova et al., 2010). By linking building components from the BIM to construction processes an as-planned model is created. However the linkage can be time consuming, as-planned models can demonstrate the entire construction process in a bright way and show potential conflicts in early stages (Wang et al., 2004). Collier and Fischer, (1995) applied CAD geometry and project schedules in order to generate 4D movies. Since then several applications and tools are built in order to connect BIM to schedules and create as-planned models (such as Autodesk Navisworks⁷ or Synchro⁸) In addition the usage of those planning tools is established in the construction industry (Kassem, Dawood, & Chavada, 2015). Studies have extended as-planned models with incorporating other aspects as cost assessment and resource management.

---

⁸ [https://synchroltd.com/](https://synchroltd.com/)
Planning simulation
Linking BIM data and process information is an important step to support the automated generation of schedules. Computer simulation is not widely used in the industry due to low generality and difficulties of development. Although several studies have been done in automating planning and production generation.

Chang and Jeong, (2015) managed to produce a construction operation simulation that can predict productivity at the operational level. They used literature and interviews in order to gain productivity data and used this as input. However they didn’t evaluate the as-planned simulation with the as-built results.

As mentioned by (Mikulakova et al., 2010) experiences from previous projects which can provide guidance not accessible for companies or project participants. As identified by (Mikulakova et al., 2010) structured storing of process data enables the reuse of planning information. In order to do so they automated the generation of schedules based on experiences from previous projects. By use of a reasoning system construction alternatives can be evaluated automatically when processes changes or deviate.

3.1.3.3 Monitoring
As indicated by Quirijnen and van Schaijk (2013) and surveyed by JBKnowledge (2015), see Figure 5, monitoring on the construction site is mainly a manual process. This makes the data inaccurate and not easy to analyse and reuse. However there is a growing adoption of tech solutions which make it possible to easily collect and store data.

Collecting Data on the Job Site

![Data collection on construction sites as surveyed by JBKnowledge (2015)](image)

Top Field Data Collection Software Products in Use:
A comprehensive overview of the current state-of-the-art in construction monitoring is given by Kopsida, Brilakis, and Vela (2015). They interpreted the technologies in terms of “(a) data acquisitions, as in technologies that are used for capturing the as-built scenes,(b) information retrieval, as in extracting the information needed from the as-built data,(c) progress estimation, which includes the comparison between the as-built and as-planned model in order to define the progress status and (d) visualisation of the results.” (Kopsida et al., 2015, p1). Techniques such as Augmented Reality, RFID, Laser Scanners, Vision Static Images, and Vision Based Reconstruction are reviewed. As is concluded within the study the choice for best suitable monitoring method varies in each situation. The review nicely gives a recommendation of the most appropriate technologies to use base on the activity type, built environment and the needs of the inspection. The overview of monitoring technologies and there suitable applicability can be seen in Figure 6.

Mobile Augmented Reality (AR) systems are indicated as suitable in most situations because they are cheap and easy to use in every environment. However those systems require additional time and cost for installation and maintenance regarding Geospots, use of a WiFi network, or they do not perform in real time. Model bases AR algorithms are developed that could be used for comparison between the as-planned and as-built model, but their performance in real team operation on construction sites is not explored yet.

Laser scanning, image processing and computer vision techniques were frequently applied in research in order to automate progress estimation. Laser scanning is promising for as-built data acquisition due to its high accuracy. However it is expensive and labour intensive to obtain information about every room or element on a project. An alternative image processing method which uses images to create point clouds with structure from motion techniques can be used to identify progress deviations. However those point clouds do not capture interior elements and their tasks so progress measurement for interior tasks cannot be performed. So indoor progress monitoring provides only low level of automation. The user has to manually perform comparison between as-planned and as-built models.
3.1.4 Research gap in construction process planning and monitoring

Construction projects are characterized as fragmented and as a result learning curves have to be climbed repeatedly. Construction projects traditionally have to work with manual processes and traditional communication techniques such as phone calls, faxes and e-mails (Dave, Kubler, Främling, & Koskela, 2015). This problem has been discussed over time broadly but the issue still is unsolved. Nowadays IT systems are more and more adopted in all phases of construction projects. Construction process related information is sometimes available within systems, however unstructured data formats containing tasks without any deeper information besides time. Since BIM is adopted more and it is possible to connect planning information to building elements in BIM. The process related information becomes accessible true databases and is interconnected with actual building data. Automatic monitoring technologies exists which can be applied to capture progress. At the same time methods are developed to automatically generate schedules from an event based database. However combining monitoring data within event based databases is seldom been studied. Luci and Shen, (2015) suggest that the creation of intelligent 4D databases should improve managing construction sites and that this should be studied more. In order to achieve the target of this study the possibility of using
event based databases in order to shorten construction project with autonomous gained process data is studied.
3.2 Process mining

Process mining provides an approach to gain insight and improve processes in a lot application domains. The goal of process mining is to gain event data, extract process-related information and discover a process model. Most organizations detect process problems based on fiction rather than facts. Van der Aalst (2011) describes process mining as an “emerging discipline providing comprehensive sets of tools to provide fact-based insights and to support process improvements” (p. 7). In comparison with other data mining techniques, like for example Business Process Management (BPM) and Business Intelligence (BI), process mining provides a full understanding of as-is to end-to-end processes. BI focus on dashboards and reporting rather than clear process insights. BPM heavily relies on the experts which are modelling the to-be process and not help organizations to understand the actual as-is processes. Applications of process mining can be found in various economic sectors and industries like healthcare, governments, banking and insurance, educational instances, retail, transportation, cloud computing, capital goods industry. (van der Aalst, 2011)

The idea of process mining is not new. The roots of the research field can be found a half century ago. (Nerode, 1958) already presented an approach to synthesize finite-state machines from traces, (Petri, 1962) introduced the first modelling language capturing concurrency and (Gold, 1967) first explored different notions of learnability. While data mining gained more attention during the nineties little attention was given to process related mining. Since the first survey on process mining in 2003 (van der Aalst et al., 2003) a lot of progress in the research field has been made. Several techniques have been developed and various tools have come into existence. A comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in process mining is given in the book of Wil van der Aalst “Process Mining Discovery, Conformance and Enhancement of Business Processes”.

Process mining is all about exploiting event logs in a meaningful way in order to provide insights, identify bottlenecks, anticipate problems, record policy violations, recommend countermeasures, and streamline processes. (van der Aalst, 2011) With process mining operational questions can be answered, examples are:

- What really happened in the past?
- Why did it happen?
- What is likely to happen in the future?
- When and why do organizations and people deviate?
- How to control a process better?
- How to redesign a process to improve its performance?

Event logs enable three types of process mining (van der Aalst, 2011). The first one is discovery where an event log is taken as input and a process model (i.e. a Petri net or BPMN model) is generated as output. In addition it is also possible to discover resource-related models, such as social networks, when the log contains information about resources.

The second type of mining is conformance. This method compares reality with an existing process model using event logs of the process. In addition conformance checking can be used to detect locate and explain deviations, and to measure the value of these deviations.
The third type of process mining is enhancement. This type focuses on extending or improving existing processes using event logs. Where conformance checking measures alignment, enhancement focuses on repairing, changing or extending the model. A model can be extended by adding performance data. Doing this enables one to show bottlenecks, service levels, throughput times, and frequencies.

Process mining applications are found and determined over the last years. Still new applications are being developed. However (van der Aalst, 2011) defines the following perspectives regarding applications of process mining:

- **Control-flow perspective:** Focuses on the control-flow and ordering of activities. The goal of this perspective is to characterize all possible paths and visualize them in Petri nets or other notations like EPC, BPMN or UML Ads.
- **Organizational perspective:** Focuses on resources included in the log. For example actors or machines which are involved in the process. The goal is to gain insight in the structure of organizations by discovering for example the social network.
- **Case perspective:** focuses on properties of cases by characterizing its path in the process, or the originators working on it. Also its relation with other cases or corresponding data elements can be revealed.
- **Time perspective:** focuses on timing and frequency of events. Timestamps enable to discover bottlenecks, measure service levels, monitor utilization of resources or predict remaining process time of running cases.

*Note: Those perspective are somehow overlapping and non-exhaustive, although they provide insight in the aspects of process mining and its aims.*

This chapter starts with describing the ‘oil’ of process mining, event logs. Thereafter the focus points, bottlenecks and planning deviation, of this study are elaborated. However this study focusses on bottleneck and planning deviation, interesting applications of organizational mining within the construction industry are discovered during this research. Therefore the background of those mining techniques is elaborated as well.

3.2.1 Event logs
The starting point of process mining is typically a raw data source. A raw data source may be every file, for example an Excel spreadsheet, transaction log, or a database. Often the necessary data is scattered over different files or data sources. For cross-organizational mining those sources may be distributed over multiple organisations. The raw data source has to be converted into event logs in order to be suitable for process mining analytics. The availability of high quality event logs is essential in order to enable process mining (van der Aalst, 2011).

An important characteristic of process discovery algorithms is its *representational bias* (van der Aalst, 2011). This is the type of process model which can be discovered with an algorithm. This can for example be a Petri net, a BMPN model, or a Causal net. The representational bias determines the potentials of a discovered model. Some types of representation are more searchable or analysable than others for example.
In order to answer research question two\(^9\) this chapter describes how an event log should look like to enable construction process mining from a ‘building element perspective’. First event logs in general is described shortly, thereafter the requirements regarding event logs to enable process mining in construction are described. Finally an indication of the results is given.

### 3.2.1.1 Structure

Using Figure 7 as a reference, the following is assumed regarding event logs (van der Aalst, 2011):

- A process consists of cases.
- A case consists of events such that each event related to precisely one case.
- Events within a case are ordered.
- Events can have attributes. Examples of attributes are activity, time, costs, and resource.

---

\(^9\) “What kind of data can be used during the analysis for improving construction processes with process mining?”
Figure 7 Principle structure of event logs (van der Aalst, 2011).
In order to describe the requirements for process mining in construction a case is used. In this case the process of two prefab elements are described, from arrival on the construction site until installation. The log example as described in Figure 8 is the preferred result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Case ID (GUID)</th>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefab elements on construction site</td>
<td>1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxmz95</td>
<td>1 22-06-2015: 11:36</td>
<td>Arrived Transporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxmz95</td>
<td>2 22-06-2015: 15:00</td>
<td>Stored Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxmz95</td>
<td>3 24-06-2015: 10:00</td>
<td>Moved Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxmz95</td>
<td>4 30-06-2015: 15:00</td>
<td>start installation Sub-Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxmz95</td>
<td>5 30-06-2015: 16:00</td>
<td>end installation Sub-Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx</td>
<td>1 22-06-2015: 12:00</td>
<td>Arrived Transporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx</td>
<td>2 22-06-2015: 15:00</td>
<td>Stored Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx</td>
<td>3 24-06-2015: 14:00</td>
<td>Moved Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx</td>
<td>4 30-06-2015: 15:20</td>
<td>start installation Sub-Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx</td>
<td>5 30-06-2015: 17:00</td>
<td>end installation Sub-Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx</td>
<td>6 01-07-2015: 09:00</td>
<td>Defect recognized Contractor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8 Example of an event log generated from an as-planned BIM**

The bare minimum to enable process mining requires a Case ID and an Activity log:

1. **Case ID**: A case identifier, also called process instance ID, is necessary to distinguish different executions of the same process. What precisely the case ID is depends on the domain of the process. For example in a hospital this would be the patient ID. In the case of construction process mining with BIM the case ID would be the Global Unique Identifier (GUID) of the building element when one is interested in this specific process. When someone is interested in the generic process of a project he could use the unique building ID as a case ID. In our case the GUIDs of the prefab elements are:
   - a. 1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxmz95
   - b. 1JWxxtHnDEd8ND2Yj76EPx

2. **Activity**: There should be names for different process steps or status changes that were performed in the process. If you have only one entry (one row) for each process instance, then your data is not detailed enough. The data needs to be on the transactional level (you should have access to the history of each case) and should not be aggregated to the case level. In the case of construction process mining of a building element there should be a history of this element. In our case the activities are: ‘Arrived at construction site’, ‘stored on construction site’, ‘Moved on construction site’ start installation on construction site’, ‘end installation on construction site’. With one element something is wrong, so there is a ‘defect recognized’.

To analyse performance related properties additional attributes are useful in the event log like:

3. **Timestamp**: At least one timestamp is needed to bring events in the right order. This time stamp is also needed to identify delays between activities and bottleneck identification.
In our case the timestamp is described with the following syntax: DD-MM-YYYY: HH.MM, where D = Day, M = Month, Y=year, H=hour, M=minute. This gives the following example: 22-06-2015: 11.36

4. Resources: For example the person or the company who executed the activity
   In our case this could be the transporter, contractor, or sub-contractor for example.

5. ... More attributes can be added...

3.2.1.2 Data formats

However the structure and information within the event logs may be the same, event logs can be described with different data formats. Detailed information about those formats can be read in (W.M.P. van der Aalst, 2011, Chapter 4), but the most occurring ones are named in this paragraph.

The Mining eXtensible Markup Language (MXML) standard was used for a long time and adopted by process mining tools. Using an XML-based syntax MXML stored event logs as described in the previous paragraph. This approach worked quite well in practice, however the ad-hoc extensions of the standard revealed shortcomings (van der Aalst, 2011). This resulted in the development of the eXtensible Event Stream (XES) which the successor of MXML. The XES format is less restrictive and truly extensible. The format is supported by major process mining tools such as PrOM, Disco, XE-Same and Open XES. At www.xes-standard.org detailed information about the standard can be gathered.

However XES seems to be the standard adopted in the process mining field this file format can be difficult to understand for freshman (such as the researcher of this study) in this research field. Therefore it is sometimes more understandable and practical to store event logs within excel sheets or CSV files. Within this study this approach seemed suitable since it is focused on workflows in small scales instead of in depth analytics on large scale. When larger scale analytics will be done using more comprehensive file formats may be necessary.

3.2.1.3 Conclusion event logs

In conclusion event logs are a suitable data format for improving construction processes with help of process mining analytics. The log should be structured as described in this chapter. While analysing specific processes of construction elements throughout projects and companies the case ID could be the unique identifier of the element (GUID). When one is more interested in the general process of a project the unique building identifier (buildingGUID) could be used as the case ID.

3.2.2 Bottlenecks

The presence of timestamps in event logs enables the discovery of bottlenecks, the analysis of service levels, the monitoring of resources utilization and the predication of remaining processing times of running cases (van der Aalst, 2011). Some timestamps may differ in pattern. It is critical that within one log the timestamps have the same patterns. By use of the timestamps process mining algorithms can compute statistics such as mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum durations. In addition waiting times between events can
be derived easily. Various kinds of performance related information can be extracted from process models including time such as:

- **Visualization of waiting and service times.** Activities with a large variation in time could be highlighted in the process model.

- **Bottleneck detection and analysis.** The durations attached to each place can be used to find and analyse bottlenecks. Traces where most time is spend can be highlighted. Cases which spend a long time on one place can be further investigated. Delayed cases can be find and analysed separately in order to find the cause for the delay.

- **Flow time and SLA analysis.** Flow computations can be done with use of the timestamps. Average flow times between activities can be shown for example. An application in Service Level Agreement (SLA) is found in flowtimes. It could be that there are contractual obligations to solve problems between a specific time. This could easily be computed.

- **Analysis of frequencies and utilization.** Times and frequencies can be used to show routing probabilities in the process model.

In conclusion timestamps are essential for finding bottlenecks in processes. Process mining tools use the timestamps to calculate statistics. Bottlenecks have to be defined per project. The process models can be searched and filtered for specific durations which results in finding repeatable events with to long durations. This answers research question three.

### 3.2.3 Planning deviation

Most process mining applications are done afterwards. After processes are being executed they are analysed to see how they can be improved. However more techniques are being developed to enable real time process mining. An example is the detection of non-conformance at the moment the deviation actually takes place. This seems applicable to the construction industry, where often questions occur like ‘are we on schedule?’ Conformance checking, or conformance analysis, aims to detect inconsistencies between a process model and its corresponding execution log (Rozinat & van der Aalst, 2008). Questions like ‘Do the model/or planning and the event log conform to each other?’ may be answered. Conformance checking measures the alignment between model and reality. Algorithms are developed in order to quantify and diagnose deviations. A sample of a conformance checking algorithm is given in (Rozinat & van der Aalst, 2008). They developed a tool called Conformance Checker which is part of the ProM framework. The tools uses an existing process model represented in a Petri net. As follows executed event logs are mapped onto the Petri net in order to visualize deviations.

Conformance checking assumes the presence of a prescriptive process model (Rozinat & van der Aalst, 2008). Since construction projects use several planning methods (see chapter 3.1.3) those can be used as a starting point. Using the schedule which is made within construction projects, use measurement tools, and check on conformance with process mining algorithms such as presented in (Rozinat & van der Aalst, 2008) enables to measure planning deviations.

---

10 “How can process mining methods be used for analysing automatically harvested data to identify bottlenecks in construction projects?”

Thereby an theoretical answer towards research question four\textsuperscript{12} is found. The applicability is tested in practice, moreover in chapter 8 Case study construction site process mining.

3.2.4 Organizational mining
Mining from an organizational perspective is enabled when a resource attribute is present in event logs (Song & van der Aalst, 2008; van der Aalst, Reijers, & Song, 2005). A resource can for example be an actor, company, role, department, team or machine performing the event. As described by van der Aalst (2011) using this information enables techniques to learn more about people, machines, organizational structures, work distribution and work patterns. Three application groups organizational mining are given by van der Aalst (2011): Social network analysis, Organizational structure analysis and Resource behaviour analysis.

Social network
The nodes in a social network correspond to the aggregate resource. Using Figure 9 as a reference the arcs indicate a relationship between such entities. Both arcs and nodes may have weights which indicate the ‘importance’ of the relationship. (Importance can be interpreted differently depending per process or network.) Several examples of social networks are elaborated by van der Aalst et al. (2005). With such analytics it is possible to identify groups of entities which are strongly interconnected. Also finding ‘the spider in the web’ meaning important actors within an organization is thinkable. Other algorithms indicate the degree of connectedness between actors within an organization or process. In addition it is possible to count the number of times work is handed from one actor to another.

Organizational structures
Resources can be characterized by a profile, using this clustering techniques can be used to discover similar resources. After clustering the resources into groups, these can be aligned to activities. Based on those activities roles can be discovered. Using Figure 10, three roles can be determined in this example namely Expert, Manager and Assistant. If one is interested in

\textsuperscript{12} “How can process mining methods be used for identifying planning deviations in construction projects?”
details and more information about organizational mining, this can be found in (Song & van der Aalst, 2008).

![Organizational Model Diagram]

**Figure 10 Concept of an organizational model discovered from event logs**

**Resource behaviour**
Since events in the event log contain resources performance measures extracted from the log can be projected onto the models (van der Aalst, 2011). Frequencies can be visualised onto activities, entities or resources. Also the utilization and response time of resources can be shown.

Organizations may prefer analytics on an aggregate level instead of analysing individuals. Therefore a log can be anonymized, In addition when privacy issues play a role this is preferable. More examples and elaboration of resource behaviour based process mining can be read in (van der Aalst, 2010).

**3.2.5 Experimental case studies**
Clearly the research field of process mining is relatively new and not been applied often in the construction industry. Process mining uses databases of existing IT systems to gain major insights in processes. Currently the construction industry adapts IT systems within all phases more and more. Which gives the possibility to use process mining techniques to gain insight in the processes of construction projects. As part of this study two experimental case studies are conducted in order to figure out the potential of process mining in the construction industry. Firstly a study is done within the design phase of a construction project. Thereafter a study is done within the operational phase of a building. In this chapter the abstracts and conclusions about both studies are elaborated. When one wants more in depth information about those studies. The paper about construction design process mining can be found in the
appendix in chapter 12. And the paper of process mining with facility management data can be found in the appendix in chapter 13.

3.2.5.1 Construction design process mining
Techniques that improved performance in other industries are more often adopted in the construction industry such as Systems Engineering (SE). Interviews with SE experts conducted within this study have indicated that SE IT systems supports with managing their project and helps to prove that the clients specifications are realized. However it is not known if those systems support an efficient process. Practitioners indicated that a lot of people are involved in such projects who all work in parts of the IT systems but nobody has a clear overview of the total process. This study explores the possibilities of discovering parts of the design process with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a large civil project the potential of process mining within the design phase of construction projects is discovered. It took some time to prepare the data but valuable analytics could be done with process mining techniques. Real bottlenecks are found, process variants are discovered, social networks are exposed and improvements in the design process can be made. Due to this experimental study the process engineers realized that the organization doesn’t control the field of information- and data modelling enough. It is concluded that it is valuable to use process mining to give continuously feedback loops to the project managers at contractors. Process mining gives unique visualisations which enables refreshing insights. In addition process mining analytics did realize that some IT systems are used to store information, but those systems don’t automatically facilitate an efficient process.

3.2.5.2 Process mining with facility management data
This experimental study explored if facility management data is suitable for analysing processes around building elements with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a hospital the potential of combining process mining with maintenance data is discovered. It can be concluded that with some data transformation maintenance data is suitable for process mining. Moreover the facility managers were surprised by the visualisation techniques and they gained clear insight in the error handling process. As a result they discovered problematic building elements and odd processes. In addition as a result of this analysis the facility managers were surprised about the amount of money which was spend to short (and unrealistic) jobs and they are going to monitor those errors for next months to figure out how this maybe can save them money. A notifiable quote was mentioned by one of the facility managers, she said “We can probably save more money with investing in data analytics, than with firing our own people”.

The facility managers where definitely interested in using those kind of analytics more in the future. In order to enable process mining on a larger scale it would be useful that facility management systems adapt an ‘export to event log’ function. Also naming of elements should be consistent in order to make analytics more easy and reliable.

This study just explored the topic of facility management based process mining and has proven some useful applications. More (case-) studies should be elaborated to indicate the potential of this topic. In addition it would be useful to study the potential of integrating different data sources of other phases, for example the design- or construction- phase, in building elements lifecycle in order to gain insight in the process on a longer time span.
3.3 Conclusion construction process mining

There is a clear gap in the literature regarding construction monitoring spanning across the project lifecycle, especially related to construction site related process information. However nowadays IT systems are more and more adopted in all phases of construction projects.

At the same time the research field process mining as part of the data science knowledge field is gaining more interest. In addition algorithms are developed to enable fact based problem discovery within processes in IT systems. As part of this research experimental studies are done regarding process mining in the plan- and operate phase of buildings. As a result of those experimental studies process mining within the construction industry is assessed potentially valuable. More specific it is indicated that it can be useful to study the possibility of the integration of event log databases from different phases of construction projects. Meaning that event logs from a design phase, construction phase and operate phase could be merged in order to give unique insight in the lifecycle of a construction object. However, in contradiction to the plan and operate phase, event logs from the construction phase are difficult to find or generate. In addition clearly little research is done regarding data science using BIM with process information. This study fills the gab by exploring the potential of BIM based process mining within the construction phase. More specific it provides workflows to autonomously gain process related data on construction sites, create event logs, identify bottlenecks and planning deviation, and finally gives options of reusing data in order to learn.
4 Proposed workflow BIM based process mining

In order to reach the target of this study\(^{13}\), solve problem definition two\(^{14}\), answer research question six\(^{15}\) and to fill the literature gap identified in the previous chapters, a workflow is suggested. The target of the workflow is to enable a continuous optimization of project schedules by eliminating bottlenecks and planning deviations and thereby shorten construction projects. More specific the workflow uses BIM tools to manage the execution phase of construction projects and reveal planning deviations. Subsequently process mining tools are used to identify bottlenecks over single and multiple projects. The proposed workflow is elaborated in this chapter. The workflow based on principles of the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA), or Deming Cycle (Bushell, 1992) which is often used within LEAN working philosophies. The PDCA cycle enables a continuous improvement while eliminating waste in the value stream (Sayer & Williams, 2013). This cycle is supplemented within the workflow with specific technologies in every step. Using Figure 11 as a reference the workflow consists of four phases starting with (1) the plan phase, (2) the do and capture phase, (3) the check and analyse phase, and (4) the act and reuse phase. Every phase is described by the desired input and the desired output. Different tools can be suitable for generating the desired output within a phase. Therefore it is possible that what happens exactly within a phase can differ per project. This chapter does not elaborate in detail the technological possibilities within a phase. However when one wants for example technical options of planning or capturing these are given in the literature study. Although some of the technologies which can be used in phases are tested in practice with a case study (see chapter 8).

![Figure 11 Proposed workflow inspired on PDCA cycle](image)

4.1 Plan

In order to identify planning deviation as described in the target of this study a plan has to be made first. Within a planning phase domain experts define the steps necessary to achieve a

---

\(^{13}\) “To realize a shorter construction time for the execution phase of construction projects.”

\(^{14}\) “Can bottlenecks and planning deviations (and their causes) be identified with BIM and process mining techniques (which are) employed in early construction process stages?”

\(^{15}\) “What are the requirements for a toolbox which can be used to address the challenges posed in problem definition 2?”
desired result (Sayer & Williams, 2013). Traditional planning methods (as described in chapter 3.1.3.1) define processes and put them in a time perspective, which results in a schedule. BIM allows to connect process information to building information which creates more context and a more understandable schedule. Several tools are available to connect or make schedules with BIM. Since this workflow proposes a target to reuse all the information it is useful to use scheduling tools which adapt the open standard IFC in importing and exporting functionality. This model can be used in several tools and therefore be reused. The proposed output of the plan phase should be an as-planned IFC model. A project planner aims at creating a schedule which is as reliable possible. In order to realize this target some input is needed: (1) as-designed IFC model. (2) Schedule tasks based on specific ratios and indicators which are available in different formats. Some schedulers have experience and have ratios as part of their internalized knowledge and rules of thumbs. Some task ratios can be described in a ratio database. Independent of the form, some ratio input is used to determine time aspects of processes within schedules. In addition each process may have an (3) error sensitivity, or a risk identification. This describes the probability of failing for a particular task in the process. In conclusion the following input and output are desired within the plan phase:

Input:
- As-designed IFC
- Schedule ratios
- Risk identification

Output:
- As-planned IFC

4.2 Capture
Collecting data about the as-built process is done in the capture phase. After the plan phase the do step is defined in the PDCA circle. Carrying out the plan on the construction site (Sayer & Williams, 2013). When the planned construction project is executed it is useful to capture what is happening during this process. Therefore the do step is supplemented with capturing techniques. Capturing construction projects can be done in several ways. As described in chapter 3.1.3.3 technology may be used to autonomously gain process related data in order to monitor the progress. However, in order to be suitable for analysing and reusing the data it is necessary to think about a data format which is suitable for this kind of purposes. As indicated in chapter 3.2 event logs can be used to store process related information, as well as building related information, and are perfectly suitable for analysing and reusing. Therefore the proposed workflow generates as-built event logs as output during the capture phase.

Input:
- As-planned IFC

Output:
- As-built event logs

4.3 Analyse
The third step in the PDCA cycle is called Check. Within this step the results of the do phase are examined. The proposed workflow aims on analysing the captured data. Since event logs
are generated during the capture phase those can be analysed in several existing process mining tools. Analysis can be done on several subjects as described in chapter 3.2. The output of the analysis can be in several manners. In the context of this thesis, the focus lies on analysing bottlenecks and planning deviation, therefore the output should be useful for project managers and schedulers.

Input:
- As-built event logs

Output:
- Document with analytics in bottlenecks and planning deviation

4.4 Reuse
The PDCA cycle ends with an act step. Which implements failures from the check phase in order to improve the next project. The proposed workflow orates for reusing the data from previous projects within new projects to avoid failures. So what is happened during the execution phase can be used as input for the next project. Based on this experience and knowledge, projects schedule ratios can be determined, automated planning consultation can be given and risk identification can be advised. This output can be used for planning new projects and avoiding failures which happened before.

Input:
- As-built event logs
- As-designed IFC

Output:
- Schedule ratios
- Risk identification

4.5 Conclusion and discussion
In order to reach the target of this study a workflow is proposed which enables a continuously learning loop for better construction schedules where failures are identified over multiple projects. Several technological tools have to be used in phases within this workflow. As identified in the literature study for some phases the requirements for input and output are met by existing tools. Using Figure 12 as a reference currently several tools exist to achieve the result of the plan phase, namely create as-planned IFC models by use of BIM planning tools. In addition monitoring technologies exist to capture as-built information. Event log analysing algorithms exists in current process mining tools. However the proposed workflow misses some tools in order to function. There is need for a tool which translates an as-planned or as-built IFC into event logs. Therefore a BIM based event log generator is made, the development of the tool is described in chapter 5. Also for reusing the as-built event logs in order to identify risk in new projects there is no tool accessible, therefore the Planning consult service is made (see chapter 6).
Figure 12 Need for tools which translate BIM files into event logs and enable them for reusing purposes.
5 Development of BIM based event log generator

In order to find bottlenecks in the analyse phase, by use the information gathered in the plan and capture phase, event logs have to be available. Literature study revealed that event logs contain at least case ID’s, event ID’s, and a time stamp. Since as-planned IFC models can be made those models can be used because they have all required information in order to generate an event log. The information is in the IFC model, but it is not in the right data structure to enable process mining analytics. No tool currently exist which can generate event logs from an as-planned IFC. Therefore a BIM based event log generator is made. Called ‘Eventlog service’. Using BIMserver\(^{16}\) a new tool is created which has as input an as-planned IFC and gives an event log as output. Using GUID’s as case ID, and task names as event ID. This event log can be used in event log based applications, like ‘the planning consult’ (see chapter 6) Disco\(^{17}\) or MyInvenio\(^{18}\). The Eventlog service is schematic elaborated in Figure 13. This chapter elaborates first the desired output, thereafter the requirements of the input IFC model, and the proposed workflow of the Eventlog service within BIMserver is described. Subsequently followed by an output description. Lastly the tool is discussed. The tool is tested and validated in chapter 7. The tutorial of the tool can be seen on YouTube\(^{19}\) as well.

---

16 http://bimserver.org/
17 https://fluxicon.com/disco/
18 https://www.my-invenio.com/
19 BIMserver Eventlog tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOJsHvGq-KE
5.1 Desired output
In order to describe the requirements for process mining in construction a case is used. In this case the process of two prefab elements is described, from arrival on the construction site until installation. The following log example is the preferred result:

![Example of an event log generated from an as-planned BIM](image)

The bare minimum to enable process mining requires a Case ID and an Activity log:

1. **Case ID**: A case identifier, also called process instance ID, is necessary to distinguish different executions of the same process. What precisely the case ID is depends on the domain of the process. For example in a hospital this would be the patient ID. *In the case of construction process mining with BIM the case ID would be the GUID of the building element. In this sample case the GUIDs of the prefab elements are:*
   - a. 1TyTkZ9yv5EeHtNFxzmA9S
   - b. 1JWxxtHnDzd8ND2YI76EPx

2. **Activity**: There should be names for different process steps or status changes that were performed in the process. If you have only one entry (one row) for each process instance, then your data is not detailed enough.

   The data needs to be on the transactional level (you should have access to the history of each case) and should not be aggregated to the case level. *In the case of construction process mining of a building element there should be a history of this element. In our case the activities are: ‘Arrived at construction site’, ‘stored on construction site’, ‘Moved on construction site’ *start installation* on construction site’, ‘end installation on construction site’. With one element something is wrong, so there is a ‘defect recognized’.*

To analyse performance related properties additional attributes are useful in the event log like:

3. **Timestamp**: At least one timestamp is needed to bring events in the right order. This time stamp is also needed to identify delays between activities and bottleneck identification.

   *In our case the timestamp is described with the following syntax: DD-MM-YYYY: HH.MM, where D = Day, M = Month, Y=year, H=hour, M=minute.*

   *This gives the following example: 22-06-2015: 11.36*
4. Resources: For example the person or the company who executed the activity

*In our case this could be the transporter, contractor, or sub-contractor for example.*

5. ... More attributes can be added...

The desired output file should contain all the described requirements. Like described in chapter 3.2.1 the file format can be in several forms like .csv, .xes, MXML, as long as it keeps the structure as described in Figure 7 at page 40.

### 5.2 Input requirements

In order to be able to generate BIM based event logs with BIMserver the input file should be an IFC model, containing at least the following information:

- Elements have a GUID
  - *Can be used as Case ID.*
- Elements have assigned tasks or activities
- Tasks have an ID or name
  - *Can be used as Event ID.*
- Tasks have at least one start time stamp

Optional several properties can be useful while analysing within process mining tools:

- Project GUID
- Elements have a material description
- Elements have a classification code
- Tasks have a classification code
- Responsible actors are connected to tasks
- Start- and end time stamp
- ... More attributes can be added ...

In conclusion the file should have two types of properties (1) general properties which describe the building element, and (2) process related properties which describe as-planned and/or as-built processes. Those properties can be found within the IFC scheme as described in chapter 3.1.2.1.

### 5.3 Eventlog service in BIMserver

Since BIMserver is open source it enables one to make their own additions to the platform. Extra functionality can be added in several ways, to generate the Eventlog service an ‘internal service’\(^\text{20}\) is made. The algorithm will not be explained in detail but can be found in Appendix 15.

\(^{20}\) Source code of the Eventlog service can be found at: [https://github.com/opensourceBIM/BIMserver](https://github.com/opensourceBIM/BIMserver)
The Eventlog service works as follows (see also video tutorial\(^{21}\)):

1. One starts up his own server. \(^{22}\)
2. One adds the ‘Eventlog’ service to a project.
3. One edits the Eventlog service by giving the parameters where ‘Material’ and ‘Classification’ are located in the IFC model.

**Note:** During the validation phase of the Eventlog service it is noticed that the parameter ‘Material description’ and ‘Element classification code’ can be on different places in the IFC model or can be named different each project. Therefore the Eventlog service can be adjusted per model so that the material and classification can be found in each project.

4. One checks in an IFC model which meets all the requirements.

**Note:** During this study all files where checked manually for all the requirements (as described in section 5.2). It is useful to have a file analyser tool which does this automatically. When not all the requirements are met the output event log will not be sound.

5. Automatically the IFC model is analysed by the Eventlog service and an event log (.csv file) is generated and added as external data to the server. This file can be downloaded.

### 5.4 Output

The output of the Eventlog service is a .csv file containing the general properties of the IFC model in the columns: BuildingGUID, GUID, IfcClass, NI-sfb, Material, Resource. And containing process related properties in the columns: Task, TaskName, TaskStart, TaskFinish. As can be seen in Figure 15. Every row contains an event with a specific task as described in the process properties, which is connected to a building element which is described via the general properties.

![Figure 15 Output Eventlog service containing general properties and process related properties](image)

**Note:** the resource which is exported here is the name of the building element, this can be confusing since resources refer normally to supportive elements connected to the event.

Since the source code of the Eventlog service is open source one can edit the desired properties for specific mining analytics. For example this prototype uses only as-planned tasks,\(^{21}\)

---

\(^{(21)}\) BIMserver Eventlog tutorial: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOJsHvGq-KE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOJsHvGq-KE)

\(^{(22)}\) More info on how to start your own BIMserver at: [https://github.com/opensourceBIM/BIMserver/wiki](https://github.com/opensourceBIM/BIMserver/wiki)
but if one also has as-built tasks, actors, or specific resources within the IFC model it can be added to the Eventlog service.

5.5 Discussion Eventlog service
The Eventlog service is made because there was no known tool which can make event logs out of BIM files. This tool can now make .csv files structured as event logs from one IFC project which meets the requirements. However process mining will be most interesting by analysing over multiple projects. Therefore it is useful to create one event log from multiple IFC models. This is not possible with the Eventlog service, the IFC models of single projects have to be converted to event logs, which can then be merged manually in one event log database. For this study this is suitable. When one wants to do process mining analytics over a large amount of IFC models it would be useful to add extra functionality to the Eventlog service to merge all event logs into one.
6 Development of automated Planning consult

During the literature study it was discovered that event logs can be analysed and reused in several ways (chapter 3.2). Event logs can for example be used to predict situations and identify process risks. Since construction companies are continuously struggling with planning deviation and have problems quantifying risks it is useful to study if an event log based approach can support with this struggling. Therefore a tool is developed, called ‘Planning consult’ which re-uses event logs to make an automated planning and identify risks in the process steps. The planning and risk identification can be used as input for new construction projects and should avoid failures and thereby shorten construction projects which is the target of this study.

The Planning consult is an additional service to the open source BIMserver. An schematic representation of the Planning consult is visualised in Figure 16 Schematic description of the Planning consult service. This chapter describes the development of the Planning consult by starting with the desired output, thereafter the input requirements are elaborated. Followed by a description of the proposed workflow of the tool within BIMserver. Subsequently followed by the output file. Finally a discussion about the tool is described. The tool is validated in chapter 7. The tutorial on how to use the planning consult can be seen on YouTube as well23.

![Figure 16 Schematic description of the Planning consult service](image)

### 6.1 Desired output

Nowadays it is difficult for construction companies to identify process related risks within construction projects. Risk identification is done in all project phases. However risk

---

23 Tutorial BIMserver Planning consult: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJTh_0Xmra0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJTh_0Xmra0)
identification by a contractor is usually done in early phases after a design phase. The design is usually analysed manually and risk identification is feeling based and results in a risk overview document. The Planning consult should identify risks per building element from a design BIM of a project. It is assumed that a BIM is available within all project phases from preparation until construction. So this BIM can be used to identify the risks regarding construction planning. The output of the Planning consult should advice which process steps per element have the highest risks. In addition the risks should be made visual. So the output should be twofold. One is a document file which describes the process steps of each element based on the event log. If failure parameters are available in the event log also a risk identification per step can be given in the document. Second output is a visual representation of the risk per element. Elements with a high failure risk are coloured red. Elements with a small failure risk are coloured orange and elements which didn’t fail according to the event log are coloured green.

6.2 Input requirements
The Planning consult needs two input files. First an IFC model has to be uploaded which should be analysed by the Planning consult. This IFC model is developed in early phases and can be an architectural design for example. Second an event log is used to give planning advice and risk identification about the elements in the IFC model.

6.2.1 IFC requirements
In order to be able to analyse the construction model with BIMserver the input file should be an IFC model, containing at least the following information:

- Elements have a GUID.
- Elements have a material or product type.

Optional requirements:
- Elements have a classification code.

In conclusion the IFC model should have general parameters as described in section 5.4.

6.2.2 Event log requirements
The event log which can be used by the planning consult should be structured as the event log as generated by the Eventlog service (chapter 5.4). Which means it should contain general- and process related parameters of building elements. The file should be a .csv format. The exact same rows have to be available, containing: BuildingGUID,GUID,ifcClass,NI-sfb,Material,Task,Resource,TaskName,TaskStart,TaskFinish,Faillure data. Each row should exists, however it may be empty. This will not crash the Planning consult but will give less detailed advice.

6.3 Planning consult in BIMserver
Since BIMserver is open source it enables one to make their own additions to the platform. Extra functionality can be added in several ways, to generate the Planning consult an ‘internal service’ is made. The algorithm will not be explained in detail but can be found in Appendix 16.

24 Source code of the Planning consult service can be found at: https://github.com/opensourceBIM/BIMserver
The Planning consult works as follows (the workflow tutorial can also be seen on YouTube\textsuperscript{25}:)

1. One starts his own server.
2. One adds the Planning Consult HTML service.
3. One adds the Planning Consult Visualization service.
4. One adjusts the Planning consult by giving the parameters where ‘Material’ and ‘Classification’ are located in the IFC model.

Note: During the validation phase of the Planning consult it is noticed that the parameter ‘Material description’ and ‘Element classification code’ can be on different places in the IFC model or can be named different each project. (Depends on used software or modelling template.) Therefore the Planning consult can be adjusted per file so that the material and classification can be found in each project.

5. One uploads an IFC model which meets all the requirements.

Note: During this study all files where checked manually for all the requirements. It is useful to have a file analyser tool which does this automatically. Keep in mind that the output of the Planning consult will not be sound when not all the requirements are met.

6. Automatically the IFC model is analysed by the Planning consult service and a .html file is generated and added as external data. This file can be downloaded. Also a risk visualisation option is added within the 3D view.

### 6.4 Output

As mentioned the output is twofold, a Planning consult document and a risk visualisation. The document is a .html file containing the following information:

- List of elements which are recognized in the IFC and in the event log containing:
  - Amount of elements found in IFC.
  - Amount of elements found in event log.
  - Process variants with tasks connected to the elements.
  - Risk identification for each task by telling the percentage:
    - Finished task on time.
    - Finished task too late.
    - Finished task unknown.

- List of elements which are recognized in the IFC but are not recognized in the event log.

The risk visualisation is a 3D view of the IFC with elements which are coloured as follows:

- Elements final task finished on time in more than 99%: Green (No risk)
- Elements final task finished on time in 50 to 99%: Orange (Low risk)
- Elements final task finished on time in less than 50%: Red (High risk)

\textsuperscript{25} https://www.dropbox.com/s/b1x982yxSoyzrm6/Planning%20consult%20tutorial.mp4?dl=0
6.5 Discussion Planning consult
The Planning consult will give an advice on the steps to take for building elements. However the advice can only be as detailed as the event log used as input. So if a high detailed event log comes in, a more detailed advice can be given. Moreover the Planning consult gives advice on consecutive tasks on an element level. It is useful to study the possibility of giving planning advice on a project level, in order to consult the sequence of building elements. A new tool can be built or an extension on the Planning consult can be made.
7 Validation and testing of the developed tools

It is recognized that validation of the developed tools is important. Since the tools are prototypically made it is not achievable to officially validate the tools. When value of the tools is recognized in practice they can be further developed into everyday applications and then be validated scientifically. However to present the developed tools and to test the proposed workflow a fictive case study is done. The following case is proposed:

An imaginary small construction company is specialized in making houses. In 2015 they built four houses and in the coming period they will make one more. The four projects from 2015 are planned and monitored. All projects where designed in BIM and an IFC model was available. The IFC model was used to plan their project. So for each project an as-planned IFC is available. The as-built data is captured and stored in excel sheets. The company wonders if they can use their data in order to analyse the process and identify bottlenecks and risks. In addition they want to have a risk analysis of the project which will be made in the coming period.

This research will answer the questions of the construction company by use of the following workflow:

1. Convert as-planned IFC of all built projects in event logs with the Eventlog service.
2. Merge as-built data with event logs.
3. Merge event logs within one event log database.
4. Analyse event log database for bottlenecks and risks.
5. Use Planning consult service to do risk analyses for the new project

The company has built four projects which were identical in design (see Figure 17), but differ in schedule. So there are four variants of the project. This is elaborated shortly.

The design contains the following elements:

- 4 Roof elements
- 4 Floor elements (2 different types)
- 4 Wall elements
- 1 Door element
- 9 Window elements

Project 1

Project 1 has the schedule as indicated in Figure 18. For each element a preparation task and an make task is assumed. During the project it was captured that the windows where delayed.

Note: This schedule is simplified and not realistic and only meant to test the event log generator.
Project 2
Project 2 has the same design but the schedule differs in sequence, the doors were first prepared and made thereafter the windows are prepared and made. During the execution everything was built according to schedule.

Project 3
As project 1 and 2 the design of project 3 is the same. The schedule differs in sequence from previous projects. First the doors and windows are prepared. Thereafter both types of elements are made. Within this project the doors where made too late.

Project 4
The design is the same as previous projects. The schedule is the same in sequence. However preparing the windows takes longer than in previous projects. This results in a longer time span of the project. The windows where delivered too late.

7.1 Validation of the Eventlog service
The Eventlog service is tested and validated with the as-planned IFC models from projects 1,2,3,4 from the fictive company. The as-planned IFC is generated with Synchro software. Each element is connected to two tasks according to Figure 18.

Since the model contains 22 elements and each element has two connected tasks the total amount of events within this one project is 44. After uploading the as-planned IFC of project 1 to the BIMserver with Eventlog service added it is seen that the event log contains indeed 44 events (See Figure 19). This means that every connected task is exported and translated into a single event per building element. In addition the tasks start and task finish time are according to the planning. The object GUIDs and Building GUIDs are available in the event log. The material information is in there as well. Only the classification code of the elements are missing in the event log. However the model didn’t contain any. This attribute is useful while analysing large models. Since this models are small this will not block the workflow. So all attributes which are necessary for process mining are available.
The event log is imported in two different process mining tools, first one is Disco, second one is MyInvenio. Both tools generate the expected process map from the .csv file. (See Figure 20 and Figure 21) It can be seen that the event log which is generated by the Eventlog service contains all the expected data and thereby is useful to analyse statistics and bottlenecks. In order to show the workflow and to answer the questions of the construction company the event logs of all projects have to be merged. This is done in the next chapter.

Figure 19 Eventlog generated from as-planned IFC from sample project 1. (Possibly not every detail of this picture can be read clearly. The event log can be accessed digitally in the dataset, see appendix 14.)
Figure 20 Process map generated with Disco

Figure 21 Process map generated with MyInvenio
7.1.1 Multiple event log projects combined

In order to identify bottlenecks for the construction company and to show the usage of process mining for bottleneck analytics the event logs of all four projects are merged into one event log (a .csv file). This file contains 176 events including all failure data which is captured by the construction company. The file is imported in process mining tool Disco. This results in a process map on how the projects are made and a variant analysis. The process map indicated that a straight process is undertaken in parts of the process (see Figure 23). But within the windows and door phases event’s sequences are changing. As expected there are three different process variants (see Figure 22). Where variant 1 is describing project 1 and 4. Variant 2 is project 2 and variant 3 is project 3. Three projects contained 27 days, one project’s duration was 29 days (Reason is the delayed windows in project 4). The bottlenecks of the process are also within making the doors and windows. The longest durations take part in there, as well in making the roof. This can be seen in Figure 23, the darkest red blocks and arrows indicate the most time consuming parts of the processes.

![Figure 22 Discovered process variants](image)
Figure 23 Process map of the combined event log of four projects created with Disco.
7.2 Validation of the Planning consult
The Planning consult is tested and presented with the projects from the fictive construction company. The company is willing to make a new project and wonders which elements have highest risks in process steps and how those elements have to be planned. As described in chapter 6 the Planning consult needs two types of input, an event log and an IFC model. The event log which is used as input in this case is the combined event log from the four projects of the company. This event log can be seen as the process database of the company and contains also failure data. The IFC which is used as input is a new sample project (see Figure 24). This project contains:

- 4 Wall elements, Type: ‘Baksteen’.
- 1 Door element, Type: M_Single-Flush: 0915 x 2134 mm.
- 1 Roof element, Type: Basic Roof: Generic – 400mm.
- 1 Window element, Type: ‘Stelkozijn’.

Figure 24 Sample project 5

The output of the Planning consult is visualized in Figure 25 and Figures Figure 26, Figure 27 Figure 28. As can be seen the wall and floor elements are coloured green (low risk), and the window and door elements are coloured orange (middle risk). This is as expected because the data which was captured by the construction company indicated failures by window and door elements. The task steps which are generated by the planning consult are identical to the schedules. As a result this part is presented.
Figure 25 Visualisation output of the planning consult containing risk identification in colour codes. Green means no risk. Orange means middle risk. Red means high risk. Grey means no data available.

The following elements are not recognized in the database:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product type</th>
<th>Amount of elements in model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level: Smn Head</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Roof: Generic - 400mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Planning Consult Results**

**M_Single-Flush: 0915 x 2134mm**

In the model are found 1 elements of this type of product.

**Planning advice**

Amount of elements in the database: 4

In the planninng database the following process varients are found:

**Variant 1: 100 % of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00080 Prepare doors</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00080 Make doors</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 26 (1) Planning advice and risk identification HTML output of the planning consult.
Kanaalplaat

In the model are found 2 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 8

In the planning database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 100% of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00020 Prepare flooring</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00030 Lay floors</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baksteen

In the model are found 4 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 16

In the planning database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 100% of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00040 Prepare walls</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00030 Make walls</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 27 (2) Planning advice and risk identification HTML output of the planning consult.

Stelkozijn

In the model are found 1 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 36

In the planning database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 100% of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00060 Prepare windows</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00070 Make windows</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 28 (3) Planning advice and risk identification HTML output of the planning consult.
8 Case study construction site process mining

In order to answer research question six\textsuperscript{26} and test the proposed toolbox. The proposed workflow, as stated in chapter 4, is tested and presented by use of a case study. The target of the workflow is to support a continuous optimization of project schedules for construction companies by eliminating bottlenecks and planning deviations. Thereby it gives an achievable solution on problem definition 2. In addition this case study explores the boundaries of the current state-of-the-art regarding progress monitoring on construction sites. The target within this case study is to capture as-built process data, compare it to as-planned BIM, measure deviations, find bottlenecks and store this information in data formats which can be used as a reference in future projects. This study focusses on analytics on a project level, however it keeps in mind the applicability of BIM based process mining on a company- and industry level. Which means that every part of the workflow should be applicable on small- and large scale. The project is introduced shortly thereafter the phases of the proposed workflow are described in detail. The used tools are elaborated and the results of each phase are discussed. A final conclusion about the case study and the workflow is given at last. The data used in this project is available for scientific purposes. More info about the dataset can be found in appendix 14.

8.1 The project

The case study’s project is called ‘Schependomlaan’\textsuperscript{27}. The project contains 10 apartments and is located in Nijmegen, The Netherlands. The building is developed and built by Hendriks Bouwen Ontwikkeling\textsuperscript{28}. The execution phase started in February 2015 and at December 2015 the building was finished. Originally the building was designed in 2D, however those flat plans were converted into a high quality BIM model by ROOT\textsuperscript{29}. This resulted in an as-designed IFC model which is used as a reference during the whole project.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{schependomlaan.png}
\caption{as-designed model Schependomlaan}
\end{figure}

8.2 Method

The proposed workflow of chapter 4 is used which consists of four phases. Plan, capture, analyse, reuse. Within every phase specific tools are used (as can be seen in Figure 30). The

\textsuperscript{26} “What are the requirements for a toolbox which can be used to address the challenges posed in problem definition 2?”

\textsuperscript{27} http://www.schependomlaan.nl/

\textsuperscript{28} http://www.hendriksbouwenontwikkeling.nl/

\textsuperscript{29} http://www.root-bv.nl/
tools are chosen with in mind that the final target, reusing the information in order to shorten construction projects, could be achieved. During the plan phase Synchro software is chosen since it can import and export IFC models. As-built capturing is done by use of the BIMserver tool of RAAMAC which compares as-planned IFC models and as-built point clouds. This tool is chosen since drone images where available for the project which could be used to generate the point clouds. In order to create event logs the Eventlog service is used and analytics are done with Disco and MyInvenio since those tools had academic licenses available. Reusing the information is done by use the Planning consult service.

![Figure 30 Used tools within this case study.](image)

### 8.3 As-planned model generation

The first phase is planning the execution of the project. The input which is used by the project planner is threefold, (1) as-designed IFC, (2) Schedule ratios, (3) Risk identification. The output which is generated in this phase is an as-planned IFC. The dataflow can be seen in Figure 31.

![Figure 31 Schematic dataflow within the plan phase of the case study.](image)
An as-planned IFC is generated with use of Synchro\textsuperscript{30} software. The as-designed IFC is imported in the tool. The original planning is made with Asta Powerproject\textsuperscript{31}. From Asta the planning is exported to a .XML file which is imported in Synchro. Every object in the as-designed IFC is then connected to the tasks belonging to it. This resulted in an as-planned model. During the project this model is used to explain and visualize the sequence of the construction schedule to practitioners. Synchro enables one to export to IFC, which resulted in as-planned IFC models (as can be seen in Figure 32).

![Figure 32 Exported as-planned IFC models.](image)

8.3.1 Discussion as-planned model generation
The as-planned models where made with a schedule which was made in the beginning of the project. During the project this schedule was partly outdated. This resulted in data output which was partly not reusable. Another point of discussion is the IFC exporting function of Synchro which has some errors. For example the object tree within IFC is changed by creating the as-planned IFC model. For this study this was not problematic since the tool which reuses the IFCs has been newly developed, and is adjusted to the incorrect IFC object tree. However when a company wants to adapt this workflow on larger scale and will be able to reuse the as-planned IFC models it is necessary that the IFC model contains its original structure. More details about the structure of the as-planned IFC can be found in the dataset Appendix 14.

8.4 As-built capturing
During this project drone movies\textsuperscript{32} where made by a future inhabitant. Those movies where originally intended for marketing purposes. In order to capture the as-built process on the construction site those movies were also suitable. As indicated in chapter 3.1.3.3, several

\textsuperscript{30} https://synchroltd.com/
\textsuperscript{31} http://www.powerproject.nl/oplossingen/asta-powerproject/
\textsuperscript{32} The drone movies can be seen on the YouTube page of the drone pilot: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHsKVCxqYaZn39JNZH7v9LQ
studies have proven that photos of an object can be combined in order to generate an point cloud model with structure from motion techniques. During the project several drone flights have been executed. Images of five of those flights are used within this case study. Resulting in point clouds of the days: 26 June, 3 July, 10 July, 17 July, and 24 July. So every Friday in week 26 until week 30 the progress is monitored. With help of the ‘Real-Time and Automated Monitoring and Control’ (RAAMAC) Lab from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign the as-built situation is captured. The schematic workflow of the capturing phase is visualised in Figure 33.

![Figure 33 Schematic dataflow within the capture phase of the case study.](image)

Details about the work of RAAMAC related to IFC and point cloud comparison can be found in (Dimitrov & Golparvar-Fard, 2014; Golparvar-Fard, Pena-Mora, & Savarese, 2009; Yang et al., 2015). However it is roughly explained next. RAAMAC developed the D4AR tool for automating construction progress monitoring data collection processing and communication (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009). They developed their tool with the vision that regular construction site images should feed the tool in order to track progress. They assumed that on almost every construction site images are taken and collected into a database.

8.4.1 Point cloud creation with Structure from Motion
Since Structure from Motion (SfM) methodologies are applied in the case study within this research this is elaborated more in this chapter. The procedure of figuring out correspondences between images and how they are interrelated to another in a 3D coordinate systems is commonly called Structure from Motion (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009). SfM targets to reconstruct an unknown 3D scene and calculates unknown camera positions and orientations form a set of feature similarities among a set of images. Research (Snavely et al, Bown and Lowe) has shown that bundling the images to obtain a 3D reconstruction is robust regarding changes in images, resolution, time, focal length variability and illumination changes. These techniques are originally applied for image based walkthroughs and virtual tours (Snavely, Siez, & Szilski, 2006). However (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009) have successfully demonstrated a SfM technique applied to “geospatially photographs that are capturing dynamic construction scene over the time span of its construction” (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009, p138).
Reconstructing the 3D scene is based on finding feature points in each image. SIFT keypoint detector is used (Lowe, 2004). Pairing those points creates tracks which matches keypoints across multiple images. Once those points are detected over the dataset it is necessary to detect which features are paired in imaged.

In order to be able to create a robust 3D model the application needs accurate information about the camera like relative location and orientation, focal length and distortion of the lenses. In order to be able to reconstruct the model over the as-planned model also the absolute location of the camera is needed. However this computation is not done with GPS or wireless location trackers, (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009) uses computer vision techniques to compute this information.

The detected keypoints are combined with the camera parameters which results that each keypoint consists of a 3D location and a colour which is determined out of the average from all observed images. A mapping is made of all the keypoints resulting in a 3D point cloud, in addition the cameras observing those points are mapped as well.

8.4.2 As-built scene representation
The Structure from Motion procedure calculates the relative camera locations (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009). However the final step is to align the reconstructed point cloud with the as-planned IFC. Therefore locations of both models is aligned with use of “the closed-form solution of absolute orientation using unit quaternions”(Horn, 1987). If models are not aligned correctly due to procedure fails control points can be added to the models in order to manually rectify them. Once the registration of the IFC model and the reconstructed scene is done only the images with respect to the as-planned model are taken into account. The as-built scene representation including the as-planned IFC can be seen in Figure 34.
Figure 34 As-built point cloud versus as-planned IFC comparison.
8.4.3 Comparison as-built point cloud and as-planned IFC

Using the integrated scene with the as-built point cloud and the as-planned IFC D4AR reasons about the occupancy and visibility of both models. Together with this assessment a supervised machine learning method is applied in order to observe if an element is built or not (Yang et al., 2015). As a result elements are indicated built (coloured green) or not built (coloured red).

For this study weekly comparisons where made between the as-built point clouds and the as-planned IFC models. Every week a list with elements is created containing missing elements according to the drone scan. Moreover this means that every element in the list has been too late that day according to schedule. An example of the created list is shown in Figure 35.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>GUID</td>
<td>GlobalID (SynchroResourceProperty)</td>
<td>GlobalID (IFC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dakisolatie_6797154</td>
<td>bi0id0459-446b-9a0b-ad9f-1bda82388a00</td>
<td>2UX5KZQJ-BZTHC-C5vqjg-2</td>
<td>2n2xHPin9jy9jy-Kz6i8AvG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>dakisolatie_6797114</td>
<td>bi0id0459-446b-9a0b-ad9f-1bda82388a00</td>
<td>2UX5KZQJ-BZTHC-C5vqjg-2</td>
<td>2n2xHPin9jy9jy-Kz6i8AvG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>merk F_R_117529</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>merk F_R_117530</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>merk F_R_117546</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>merk F_R_117556</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>merk F_R_117562</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>merk N_117585</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>merk A_117566</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>merk N_117572</td>
<td>6546e5e4-a9c5-478e-9692-677ce3e9d43</td>
<td>2f7wepsL-xa09vha-64a440</td>
<td>2KmDFc3f80c7k5Fy3m9e9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 35 Missing elements according to comparison point cloud week 26 and as-planned IFC model week 26.

- Week 26 contained 9 missing elements including windows and insulation parts.
- Week 27 contained 50 missing elements including windows and additional parts belonging to the same windows.
- Week 28 contained 89 missing elements including windows, additional parts, insulation, brick facades, and prefab elements.
- Week 29 contained 18 missing elements including windows, insulation and brick facades.
- Week 30 contained 4 missing elements all being windows.

The project manager indicated that the results are reliable. He mentioned that a problem with the windows in early phases resulted in a delay of process related to those elements. However this was updated in a new schedule.

8.4.4 Discussion as-built capturing

Only five days are captured with the drone scan. So only on five moments the progress could be captured. It took quite some time to generate point clouds of the images, as a result more than five moments of analysing was not feasible within this study. However it is proven that measuring planning deviation throughout the project with such a workflow is possible with the current state of technology. The process of generating point clouds and comparing them with IFC models and generating lists of missing elements can possibly be fully automated. As a result it should be possible to scan construction sites on a more regular basis and the level of detail of the monitoring data would be a lot higher. In conclusion automating this process is recommendable for future research.
The schedule which is used was already partly outdated. More specific it was known that the window elements were too late because of earlier delay. If those workflows are used in practice it should be necessary that the as-planned model is from the latest version.

Planning deviation is measured with use of technology, this addresses a part of problem definition 2. However this study only indicates the planning deviation, it does not study the causes of the deviation. But with the use of the drone videos causes could be detected. One could identify deviation on a certain moment, find this moment in its context on the videos and search for causes. The development and usage of such a system would be recommendable for future research.

8.5 As-planned and as-built analytics

8.5.1 Event log generation

In order to analyse the project with process mining tools an event log is necessary. Using Figure 36 as a reference this workflow is explained.

With help of the Eventlog service in BIMserver (see chapter 5) the as-planned IFC is converted into an as-planned event log. Thereafter the results of the drone scan are implemented in the event log which results in an as-built event log. This log is suitable for analytics. The as-planned event log of the case study contains 7166 events, a fragment is visualised in Figure 37.

In order to create an as-built event log the results of the drone scan have to be implemented in the as-planned event log. Both files are merged manually using excel. The as-built indication results in an extra row in the event log named ‘Event on time executed or not’. As can be seen in Figure 38 this is a value ‘On time’ or ‘Too late’. 194 events of the total log are indicated as ‘Too late’.
Figure 36 Dataflow in order to enable event log analytics.
8.5.1.1 Discussion event log generation

In order to gain insight in the actual building process the as-built event log is generated. However this log only describes if planned tasks were executed on time or not. It doesn’t describe activities which were executed but where not planned. As a result probably some events are not taken into account. Since this is an experimental study focussing on the total workflow this is accepted. However it could be interesting for further research to implement unplanned tasks within the as-built event log and do planned versus unplanned task analytics.

Moreover the events are indicated with an ‘on time’ or ‘too late’ attribute. This doesn’t describe at which moment an event is exactly executed. Due to the few drone scans this was not possible to realize. However it is interesting to study the possibilities to add exact execution times of events. Probably other measuring technologies should be used in order to optimize process monitoring.

Not every event could be monitored with the drone scan. Several events describe supporting steps which are used to finally finish the building element. With the drone scan only the last steps in a process could be verified for sure. However when an element was not recognized it was assumed that supporting steps were also too late. This result in a questionable event log. However as mentioned earlier this study proposes a workflow which must be optimized in some details. This is for further research.

8.5.2 Event log analytics

As indicated in chapter 3.2 several analytics can be done with the event logs. This study intends to focus on bottlenecks and planning deviation. Those are elaborated below. However interesting analytics such as social network mining or workforce mining was also possible. The results of those analytics are also elaborated shortly. The analytics are done using the process mining tools Disco and MyInvenio. Other tools are available for analysing the event logs.
however both of these tools provide academic licences to students hence they were accessible.

8.5.2.1 Total process bottlenecks
As can be seen in the structure of the event log a BuildingGUID is included (see Figure 37). Using this as a case ID gives a process map of the complete building process as can be seen in figure (process map buildingGUID). The process map clearly indicates with red colour which tasks take the longest time, those are task ST01120 (21 days) and ST01130 (20 days) both are named “Plaatsen scharnierkap incl. goot en platte daken”. The project manager validated this result and said this long duration is caused by the chosen design and building method. The roofs where highly detailed which causes the long duration. The project manager mentioned this data and duration could be interesting to see before projects are starting. It could identify different durations between different building methods and designs. Moreover the applicability of automated duration calculation can be read in chapter 8.6. In addition the process map in Figure 39 indicates waiting times in between tasks. The project manager mentioned those times are interesting to study because this times are waste and cost money.

The construction company is continuously applying the LEAN philosophy which states that waiting times should be minimized. It is concluded by the project manager that process mining enables unique insight in those durations and that it makes him more aware of the feelings he already had. In addition he mentioned that it was easier to communicate those results and to use them in conversations with higher managers as well as craftsmen on the construction site. This is not done within this study and would be interesting for further research. The applicability of total project’s process analytics is in case of just one project not that interesting, since there is already a planning which can be analysed without event logs. However the visualisation of the process map easily enables one to find bottlenecks. But it is recognized that total process analytics is more interesting when several comparable project’s event logs are merged into one database which can be analysed. As suggested by van der Aalst, (2011) this database is one where companies can create a process-oriented data warehouse containing information about relevant events happened in the company.
Figure 39 Process map of complete case study using the buildingGUID as case ID. (The details are probably not readable but the red visuals indicate long durations. This image is just to indicate the possibilities, not to explain the details.)
8.5.2.2 Element process bottlenecks
As can be seen in the structure of the event log a GUID of each building element is included (see Figure 37). When using this GUID as a case ID in process mining analytics process maps about specific building element types can be discovered. So not focussed on the total building process, but on separate building elements. With this approach process variants of elements can be discovered within projects and over several projects. Questions which can be answered are for example: “What is the process of concrete floors?” and “Which process variants of concrete floors do exists?”. Examples of process maps and statistics of concrete floors, foundations are given.

 Foundations
Using Disco a filter is made for all events which contain the attribute “Strookfundering” (which is Dutch for foundation). This resulted in process map as shown in Figure 40. 31 cases where found. All elements passed the same process steps with the same sequence. The mean duration was 13 days. 100% of the elements which passed this process where on time. This results are validated by the project manager. He also mentioned that some more process steps where actually executed but those were not included in the initial planning and therefore not translated into the event log.

Concrete floors
Using Disco a filter is made for all events which contain the attribute “Breedplaatvloer” (which is Dutch for concrete floor). This resulted in process map as shown in Figure 41. Six cases where found. Four process variants where discovered. This was indicated as strange by the project manager, because every element should pass the same process. He discovered that some elements where not connected to the planning correctly. As a result it is seen that process mining can be used for as-planned model validation. It can be checked if elements with the same attributes have the same tasks. However probably also other methods can be used for this. This can be interesting for further research. Interesting for this research is that is proven
that process variants can be discovered easily with process mining analytics. The events containing the most time is in every variant the same, which is placing all the installations on the floor (task: “Installateurs”). The project manager indicated that if this task can be shorten the total process of laying concrete floors will be shortened most efficient.

Figure 41 Process map of making a concrete floor. The red arrows and blocks indicate the longest durations.

8.5.2.3 Organizational mining

As described in section 3.2.4 process mining enables organizational network analytics. Meaning it is possible to discover social networks within processes, determining organizational structures and analyse individual behaviour. A resource attribute must be added to the events in the log to enable such analytics. In order to explore the use of those analytics within construction companies the event log of the case study is analysed with a social analytic tool[33]. However no resources where added to the event log initially. In addition there was no time to ask all the involved actors to accordance, therefore fake actors are added to the event log. So the results from this analytics cannot be seen as legitimate, but the results are discussed with the project manager in order to determine the applicability in future projects. As can be seen in

[33] https://www.my-invenio.com/
Figure 42 the event log of the case is supplemented with the attributes company and actor. This resources are added as realistic as possible and are validated as realistic by the project manager of Schependomlaan.

Figure 42 Resources ‘company’ and ‘actor’, see green rectangle, added to the event log of the project.

**Activity analytics**
Activity maps can easily be generated with the event log (see Figure 43). The tasks which are executed during the project are related to the corresponding actor. The project manager indicated that this is valuable on company level to find out which partners or actors are hired for specific tasks. Current methodologies for finding partners are based on experience and feelings about those experiences. When a project manager searches for companies which can execute a specific task during a project he talks to the relation manager who gives advice based on his experience. Using event logs containing resource attributes will enable a method where partners can be found and selected based on data. It will be possible to judge a partner on facts and select the best one for the job based on previous projects.

**Social network discovery**
Social networks can be discovery easily from the event log (see Figure 44). Actors who follow each other in activities are interconnected. The more they are related the stronger the connection, so the bigger the line. As a result it is noticed that ‘Timmerman 1’ (Carpenter) from company ‘Hoofdaannemer’ (main contractor) is the most influential within the project. He has the most communication with the most parties. The project manager from case study Schependomlaan indicates that it is nicely visualized, but he is more interested in these kind of studies from the office perspective. He likes to know who is communicating with each other in office related work like engineering and project preparation. In order to enable this kind of analytics event logs have to be extracted from project management systems. As described in chapter 3.2.5.1, and elaborated more in appendix 0, this is possible and would be interesting in further research.
Figure 43 Activity map of the actor ‘Timmerman’ (Dutch for carpenter).
8.5.3 Discussion analytics
Since the data in the event log is questionable the results of this analytics cannot be rated with a real value. But the workflow is proven as possible and further research could determine real benefits in terms of efficiency and money.

In order to apply task related analytics on company level it is useful to agree about task or activity names. To compare similar tasks they should have the same unique name or number. The application of schedule naming standards is not been studied extensively during this study and is interesting for further research.

8.6 Reuse of process data
In order to actually help the project planner to avoid failures and short construction projects learning from failures should be enabled. Therefore reusing data is important to study. The last step of the proposed workflow, as described in chapter 4, is reusing the data from previous projects. This data is stored in event logs and contains (1) general properties about building elements and (2) as-planned process related properties about those elements. As-built properties are added as well. In order to reuse the data a Planning consult service is made for BIMserver (chapter 6). The Eventlog which is generated with this case study is suitable for identifying risks and giving some planning consultation. The workflow is shown to the project manager and several valuable applications are seen. First the Planning consult outcome is shown, thereafter the applications are described and a discussion is placed in the last paragraph of this chapter.

8.6.1 Planning consult
Reusing the event log of case study Schependonklaan is possible with the Planning consult. A new as-designed IFC model can be uploaded to BIMserver. The model will be searched for
objects with materials which are used in earlier projects stored in the event log. A planning consult including risk identification will be generated for all objects which are previously built.

In order to show the potential the sample project of created in chapter 7 is used as input (see Figure 45). The output is twofold, a planning consultation and a risk identification. First an 3D visualisation is shown with elements containing a risk identification by colour (see Figure 46). Windows and walls are indicated with low risk profiles in Orange, floor elements have no risk and are indicated green. Second parts of the output is the planning consult which is shown partly in the screenshots in Figure 47. The complete output file can be seen in Appendix 17.

Figure 45 Sample project

Figure 46 Visual risk identification generated by the Planning consult.
Risk is determined with the amount of tasks finished on time in more than 99%: Green (No risk, like floors). Amount of tasks finished on time in 50% to 99%: Orange (Low risk, like walls and windows). Amount of tasks finished on time in less than 50%: Red (High risk, no elements in this model). Element which aren’t built before have a grey colour (like roof and door).
8.6.2 Applications of the Planning consult

In consultation with the project manager this is seen as an interesting concept which enables fact based improvements. However the prototype needs more development to be actually useful, but the concept is interesting according to the project manager. Nowadays the companies are continuously trying to improve processes. However this is feeling based. The concept such as a Planning consult gives clear identification of processes around elements which are most inefficient. In addition the project manager told that each new project is analysed on risks which results in a document called ‘Risk Matrix Overview’ (RMO). The document is made during the calculating phase. Elements with high risks are named in this document and control measurements are described. In addition often extra budget is reserved in order to tackle the risk. However the RMO is based on experience and feeling of the
calculators. The risk identification function in the Planning consult could be useful to apply in
the RMO. Definitely more research should be done in order to prove the actual value, however
another potential application of event logs is discovered.

8.6.3 Conclusion and discussion reuse
The usage of the Planning consult is tested with an event log from just one project, this is a
very small scale. It would be better to study with more projects combined in one event log
database. This will result in a better risk identification.

Probably more, better and advanced reusing methods can be done. The proposed reusing
method is just one option. However the proposed workflow may inspire some to study this
topic even more and find more appropriate ways of reusing data within the construction
industry.

8.7 Conclusion and discussion case study
This case study gives an example of tools which can supplement each other to improve process
planning, capturing, analysing and reusing. However this study still needed to align all tools
and data formats. Since this approach serves to demonstrate the system’s functionality no
definitions, specifications, ontologies, rules, knowledge bases or standards for process
definitions were considered. Further research may increase the quality of incorporating such
terms which should make it possible to streamline this whole workflow in order to enable
automated process planning, capturing, analysing and reusing.

This study used drone images to capture deviation which are not suitable for recognizing
elements inside buildings, therefore other technologies can be used (as mentioned in chapter
3.1.3.3). In addition causes of deviations can be found in the camera images and enables one
to do fact based problem identifying. Moreover it is noticed that the data in form of an event
log can be easily analysed for bottlenecks on a project level, and merged in an event log
database which is useful on a company level.

Within this study event logs are stored in .csv files. However when large amounts of event log
are generated and combined more comprehensive databases will be necessary. In addition
.csv files where useful during this study, but it would recommendable to study the XES data
format for more comprehensive and interchangeable process mining applications within the
construction industry. In addition an open source java library for reading, storing, and writing
XES is available (see: http://www.xes-standard.org). Since BIMserver is a java based
application aligning the XES library within BIMserver can be useful to study.
9 Conclusions and recommendations

9.1 State-of-the-art

This research targets on shortening construction projects by identifying bottlenecks and planning deviation. In order to reach this target state-of-the-art technologies are studied and a workflow is proposed. It is seen in chapter 3.1.3.2 that BIM based planning tools can be used to make useful models including planned tasks linked to building elements. Several monitoring technologies are available to measure the progress and planning deviation. As described in chapter 3.1.3.3 depending on the preferred measurement a technology can be suitable. The deviations of the as-planned model and as-built process can be measured, but no tool which can generate event logs from those models was available. By use of the Eventlog service, a tool which is made within this study, the as-planned model is translated into event logs. The as-built data is merged with those logs resulting in as-built event logs. The event log data format enables process mining analytics. As elaborated in chapter 3.2 several analytics can be done. It is noticed in chapter 3.2.2 that with process mining tools bottlenecks from event logs can be discovered. The case study which is executed and described in chapter 8 proved, by use of the Plan-Capture-Analyse-Reuse workflow and several BIM and process mining tools, that it is possible to gain insight in bottlenecks and planning deviation. Thereby the practical target within this research ("Determining bottlenecks and planning deviations with process mining techniques and Building Information Models within the execution phase of construction projects by use of autonomously gained observation data.") is achieved. The following can be concluded and recommended:

Conclusion 1
Current state-of-the-art technologies regarding planning and monitoring systems for construction projects enable to autonomously measure progress. However those technologies are not perfectly aligned. Planning tools are focussed on making good schedules. Monitoring systems are focussed on capturing processes. But schedules or as-planned models are not directly reusable for monitoring purposes. However it is proven that such technologies can be part of a construction process and deliver valuable information.

Recommendation 1a
This first recommendation is addressed to managers at contractors: Think about ways and tools in order to enable structured data collection within every process within the company. Data forms a basis for fact based improvement. However data extraction should be driven by questions rather than the availability of lots of data. Organisations should have a clear target before starting process mining data preparation. Without a good goal it can be a time wasting project. Technologies and workflows used in this study can be applied in practice, but other options may be more suitable depending on the company and projects. Combine as-planned BIM and as-built event logs in order to gain product specific information. Event logs is a data structure which enables useful analytics, but storage of this data may be difficult. A possible solution as indicated in (van der Aalst, 2011) is one where companies can create a process-oriented data warehouse containing information about relevant events happened in the company. Possibilities for companies in the AEC industry such as contractors can be studied as well.

Recommendation 1b
This recommendation is addressed to software vendors: Align planning and monitoring tools and focus on structured process planning, process measurement, process data collection, process data storage and process data reuse, and not just on one of those aspects. This will enable a more complete service for companies in the construction sector. The tools developed within this study may act as inspiration and starting point.

**Conclusion 2**

BIM tools are able to make as-planned models which are suitable for project scheduling. At this moment as-planned BIM is mainly used on single projects and mainly for visualisation purposes. However companies are not aware of the value of those models and applications and reusability of the accompanied data. With process mining analytics in mind a contractor maybe finds a new purpose for his as-planned models and records its requirements in the BIM protocol.

**Recommendation 2a**

This recommendation is addressed to scientific researchers, project planners or BIM managers at contractors: Study the possibilities and requirements for BIM based process databases. As stated within this research parameters with GUIDs, classification codes and material names can be used to describe events of specific building elements. As experienced in this study it is required to adopt as-planned BIM preparation and agree on task names or task identification numbers which can describe events. However how does this have consequence for agreements in BIM protocols? And how should the requirements be checked during model checking?

**9.2 Potentials for process mining in the construction industry**

The technologies and methods proposed in this research can be implemented in current processes of construction companies. They will be useful and with the vision to reuse all captured data it will form the basis for knowledge reassurance and fact based improving. Based on the case study executed within this research it can be said that the insights gained with the proposed methods have positive influence on small projects. But is it noticed that the influence will be higher when more and bigger projects will be studied. The knowledge database which is captured will be more interesting when more complex projects occur. As a result it is questionable if the theoretical objective of this study (“To realize a shorter construction time for the execution phase of construction projects”). will be realized, this depends on the implementation of the proposed philosophy, workflow and accompanying tools by practitioners within the construction industry. As concluded in the case study only a part of the total construction process is captured, namely only the part which is executed by the main contractor. Processes executed by subcontractors or other stakeholder where not clearly captured. The literature study clearly stated that a large amount of stakeholders are involved in the construction process and this causes nuisance in the project. Also within plan- and maintain- phase a lot of stakeholders are involved. The experimental case studies as described in chapter 3.2.5 concluded that in those phases already IT systems are used which have data which can result in useful insights with process mining analytics. This understanding has led to conclusions wherefrom recommendations can be done:

**Conclusion 3**
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Due to the fragmentation, large projects, and complex processes, companies within the construction sector not always have clear sight on their processes. A lot of those processes are managed with IT systems. Especially in the plan- and maintain phase of buildings several tools are already applied. As a result of the experimental case studies within this research it can be concluded that some of these tools do not have functionality to give clear insight in overall processes. However the data which is in those tools can be extracted and analysed with process mining algorithms.

**Recommendation 3a**
This recommendation is targeted to data scientist, process mining enthusiasts, or companies which offer business intelligence services: Do a market analysis for big data services and potentials in the construction industry. In addition perform more case studies to prove the value of those services. Interviews with domain experts revealed that several companies are interested in such services. Since data is available and existing algorithms are suitable such services are directly applicable, however companies have to be convinced of the power of such analytics.
10 Discussion and further research

A workflow is proposed in order to enable continuously learning loops. This workflow is probably one of many methods in order to reach the higher target of shortening construction projects. However the workflow and used tools are proven as useful within this project. But it is good to emphasize that it is not about which technology will be used, but more about how the philosophy of continuously learning will be integrated in the company culture. Technology is just an instrument to achieve the target. Still the usefulness of process mining within the construction industry looks valuable. Since this study has applied it on just one project and it has already benefits, then it is logical to say that process mining on a larger scale will be useful even more. However without data those analytics will not be enabled. So capturing of processes is an important part. But does every contractor then has to implement advanced capturing technologies? It is seen that technology will be implemented more and more in order to manage every day processes. When a contractor choses new technology he can think about the applicability of data reuse and if it can be part of a continuous data driven learning culture within the company. When complex projects occur where the overall picture is difficult to manage, then process mining applications will be most useful. When companies say they manage everything and measuring progress is not necessary this can be questionable. When you think about construction companies as top athletes, which are measuring every detail of their performance in order to improve and become the best, then process mining will be suitable to identify improvement points within details for construction companies.

This study evokes for capturing construction processes. The implementation of monitoring systems, such as intelligent camera systems, may result in privacy concerns of the people who are getting monitored. This study did not take into account the privacy aspect. However process improvement should never be meant to blacken individual persons. It is good to know that anonymizing the data is always possible and so it should not be a big deal, but that is an assumption and may be an topic to research.

The tools proposed in this study are far from perfect since some of them are prototypical made for this study (like Eventlog generator and Planning consult). However the researcher indicated that a combination of technologies and tools may enable new learning methods. This may inspire researchers and companies to study the combination of process mining and BIM in order to improve construction projects. Since both research fields are gaining more and more momentum they can supplement each other even more in the future. Researchers can start with exploring the dataset which is published along with this study, see appendix 14.

From the literature study it is stated that complexity in construction projects and stagnating learning curves is mainly caused by changing stakeholders. During the study to process mining in the design phase it was indicated that social network mining was valuable. However during the case study it was not possible to integrate actor information. It is recommendable to further study the possibility to gain insight in stakeholder involvement in construction projects by use of process mining.

BIM based process planning may be implemented at contractors, but may also be integrated at subcontractors and suppliers. If this happens it will be possible to arrange supply chain alignment by combining those data logs. As a result process mining will not only be possible on project- and company level but also on an industry level will be enabled (the conceptual
idea can be seen in Figure 48). This application of BIM based process planning can be interesting to study.

As a result of demands of clients and laws on private quality control, as-built BIM models are soon likely to be required in all construction projects (JBKnowledge, 2015) An event log approach may add the process of how the as-built BIM has come into existence. The applicability of an BIM based event log approach may be subject for studies.

Process mining is just one part of the data science research field. More interesting data science areas are gaining momentum. Since data is generated more and more within the construction industry it seems logical to study potentials of Computational Intelligence Approaches. This is described as a family of the process discovery research field (van der Aalst, 2011). Examples of techniques are colony optimization, genetic programming, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, reinforcement learning, machine learning, neural networks, fuzzy sets, rough sets, and swarm intelligence. Possibilities of these comprehensive techniques within the construction industry will be interesting to study.
Conceptual scheme and ideas of BIM based Process mining applications on Project-, Company-, and Industry level.

**Project Level**

As-Planned BIM

As-Built Process Information

Event log project 1

**Benefits for**
- Project planner
- Project manager

**Process Mining Analytics**
- Bottlenecks
- Planning deviation
- Process variants
- Project status
- Social analytics
  - Workforce
  - Social network

**Company Level**

Event log project 1

Event log project 2

Event log project N

Combined Event Log database

**Process Mining Analytics**
- Bottlenecks
- Planning deviation
- Process variants
- Project status
- Company status
- Repeated problem discovery
- Social analytics

**Knowledge assurance**
- Learning algorithms
- (Automatic-) planning consult
- Planning validation
- Fact based improving

**Benefits for**
- Company CEO
- Company manager
- Project planner
- Project manager

**Industry Level**

Combined Event Log database Company A

Combined Event Log database Company B

Combined Event Log database Company C

Combined Event Log database Industry level

**Process Mining Analytics**
- Trend analytics
- Life cycle analytics
- Social analytics
- Inter-company analytics

**Knowledge assurance**
- Learning algorithms
- Fact based improving

**Benefits for**
- Project teams
- Industry supporting companies
- Product developers
- Circular building developers

Figure 48 Conceptual ideas of process mining applications on project-, company- and industry level.
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12 Appendix Case study: Construction design process mining
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Case study: Construction design process mining

Exploring the applications of process mining techniques within the construction design phase.

08-01-2016, Eindhoven University of Technology
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Abstract

Techniques that improved performance in other industries are more often adopted in the construction industry such as Systems Engineering (SE). Interviews with SE experts conducted within this study have indicated that SE IT systems supports with managing their project and helps to prove that the clients specifications are realized. However it is not known if those systems support an efficient process. Practitioners indicated that a lot of people are involved in such projects who all work in parts of the IT systems but nobody has a clear overview of the total process. This study explores the possibilities of discovering parts of the design process with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a large civil project the potential of process mining within the design phase of construction projects will be discovered. It took some time to prepare the data but valuable analytics could be done with process mining techniques. Real bottlenecks are found, process variants are discovered, social networks are exposed and improvements in the design process can be made. Due to this experimental study the process engineers realized that the organization doesn’t control the field of information-and data modelling enough. It is concluded that it is valuable to use process mining to give continuously feedback loops to the project managers at contractors. Process mining gives unique visualisations which enables refreshing insights. In addition process mining analytics did realize that some IT systems are used to store information, but those systems don’t automatically facilitate an efficient process.

Keywords: Process mining, construction design, case study, systems engineering, data.

1. Introduction

It is known that construction projects are amongst the most complex of all activities (G.M. Winch, 1987). In addition (Gidado, 1996) indicated that “there is continuous demands for speed in construction, cost and quality control, safety in the work place and avoidance of disputes, together with technological advances, economic liberalization and globalization, environmental issues and fragmentation of the construction industry” (p.3). This results in a rapid increase of complexity of construction processes in all phases of a project. Designing complex buildings demands a subsequent problem solving capability by the involved stakeholders. In order to manage the clients demands and construction specifications within the design phase information systems (IT systems) are more often used (JBKnowledge, 2015). In addition techniques that improved performance in other industries are adopted such as Systems Engineering (SE) (Houdt & Vracken, 2013; U.S. Department of Energy, 2008). Interviews with SE experts conducted within this study have indicated that SE IT systems supports with managing their project and helps to prove that the clients specifications are realized. However it is not known if those systems support an efficient process. Practitioners
indicated that a lot of people are involved in such projects who all work in parts of the IT systems but nobody has a clear overview of the total process. Questions occur like: How are specifications generated and approved? How long does it take to approve an specification? Who is involved in most process steps? How often changes this responsibility? Is the process of approving specifications always the same? If not, which kind of specifications have an efficient process and which ones don’t? The research field of process mining may bring an answer to those questions. Process mining provides an approach to gain insight and improve processes in a lot application domains. The goal of process mining is to gain event data, extract process-related information and discover a process model.

The outline of this paper is as follows, first the research goals and proposed method will be elaborated, than some background about SE and process mining will be given. Thereafter a case study is described and finally the conclusion and discussion will be elaborated.

2. Research
Research goals
This study explores the possibilities of discovering parts of the design process with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a large civil project the potential of process mining within the design phase of construction projects will be discovered.

Method
Because little research is done to process mining within SE design phases this study has an experimental purpose. By use of a case study the possibilities and usefulness will be explored. A civil project at a large contractor is chosen as a case because a lot of data was available in the SE IT system. In addition the process engineers of the contractor are curious about the applicability of process mining and where enthusiastic to help with this study. The first research step is to explore if the data is directly useful for process mining, in other words: can event logs directly be exported from the SE tools database? If yes, analysis can be done. If no, how should the data be transformed into event logs? And how much effort does this take? If it is possible to prepare the data then specific analysis can be done and questions of the process engineers can be answered.

3. Background
Systems engineering
The ultimate goal of Systems Engineering (SE) as defined by Houdt and Vracken (2013) is “to create a successful system as a whole solution to some complex problem” (p.2). The client of large construction projects increasingly demands more transparency in order to safeguard his functional requirements (Houdt & Vracken, 2013). Both clients and contractors are adopting SE as a method to facilitate the realization of construction projects. Previous research has proven that SE can increase the overall performance of complex engineering projects, reducing the overall schedule, and increasing product quality (Beerda, 2010; Incose, 2012). However as indicated by (Houdt & Vracken, 2013) wrong usage of SE can result ineffective processes and hard implementation. This opinion is verified by the process engineers interviewed within this research. Therefore they supported this research in order to find out how requirements or specifications are validated and verified using SE databases.

Process mining and Event logs
This paragraph describes how an event log should look like to enable construction design process mining from a ‘SE specification perspective’. Event logs in general will be described shortly, in addition the requirements regarding event logs to enable process mining in systems engineering will be described.

Using figure 1 as a reference, the following is assumed regarding event logs (van der Aalst, 2011):

- A process consists of cases.
- A case consists of events such that each event related to precisely one case.
- Events within a case are ordered.
- Events can have attributes. Examples of attributes are activity, time, costs, and resource.

![Figure 1 Structure of event logs](image)

The bare minimum to enable process mining requires a Case ID and an Activity log:

1. Case ID: A case identifier, also called process instance ID, is necessary to distinguish different executions of the same process. What precisely the case ID is depends on the domain of the process. For example in a hospital this would be the patient ID. *In the case of construction process mining with systems engineering the case ID would be the unique name or number of the specification*

2. Activity/Event ID: There should be names for different process steps or status changes that were performed in the process. If you have only one entry (one row) for each process instance, then your data is not detailed enough.

The data needs to be on the transactional level (you should have access to the history of each case) and should not be aggregated to the case level.
In the case of SE process mining there should be a history of the specifications.

To analyse performance related properties or additional attributes are useful in the event log like:

3. Timestamp: At least one timestamp is needed to bring events in the right order. This time stamp is also needed to identify delays between activities and bottleneck identification. It is useful if an event has an start- and an end timestamp

4. Resources: For example the person or the company who executed the activity.

5. More attributes can be added, this will be useful to gain extra information while doing the analytics.

4. Case study

The case study is done at a large contractor in the Netherlands. They use a systems engineering tool (Relatics) to manage their complex projects. The case involves a large civil road project. The project is financed by the province and a lot of stakeholders (such as municipalities) are involved at the client side of the project. Each stakeholder has its own demands. During the initiation phase the demands where registered as specifications in the systems engineering tool. Every specification has to be implemented into the design. During the project every specification is continuously monitored and at the end every specification should be checked and validated. This ensures the quality of the project. The process engineers of the contractor wonder how this process happens, if it is efficient and who has the most prominent role in it. The systems engineering tool doesn’t provide such analytics, so a data log is exported and analysed with process mining tools. This study explores if it is possible to discover process models from this log.
Process steps
The process engineers have a process template which describes the relations between process steps. Several steps can be done during the process of a specification. The process of a specification can be very complicated and can have a lot of variants. The steps which can be taken are described in table 1.

Table 1 Process steps description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch process step name</th>
<th>English translation process step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aanmaken/Importeren Eis</td>
<td>Create/Import Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koppelen Eis aan Bovenliggende/Onderliggende Eis</td>
<td>Connect Specification to Upper/Lower Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toewijzen Eistekst</td>
<td>Assign Specification description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toewijzen controleverantwoordelijkheid</td>
<td>Assign control responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toewijzen Eis aan Projectstadium</td>
<td>Assign Specification to Project phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toewijzen Eis aan Persoon</td>
<td>Assign Specification to Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koppelen Eis aan Werkpakketactiviteit 1</td>
<td>Connect Specification to Work package activity 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koppelen Eis aan Werkpakketactiviteit 2</td>
<td>Connect Specification to Work package activity 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koppelen Eis aan Werkpakketactiviteit 3</td>
<td>Connect Specification to Work package activity 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aanmaken werk packet (WPA) verificatie</td>
<td>Create work package (WPA) verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toewijzen werk pakket (WPA) Verificatie aan Persoon</td>
<td>Assign work package (WPA) verification to Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toevoegen Bewijsdocument</td>
<td>Add document of prove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaatsen opmerking bij WPA Verificatie</td>
<td>Add note to WPA verification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explore usefulness data

The raw data which was exported from the SE tool was distributed over 3 .csv files. Those files had to be merged using macro’s in excel. It was a complicated task and took a few days to prepare the data. The process engineers succeeded in creating a structured event log with the data structure as visualised in table 2.

Table 2 Sample of event log created from datalog SE tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EIS_ID</th>
<th>ACTOR</th>
<th>TIMESTAMP</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eis1698</td>
<td>persoon1</td>
<td>6-2-2014 08:26</td>
<td>Aanmaken/Importeren Eis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eis1698</td>
<td>persoon1</td>
<td>6-2-2014 08:31</td>
<td>Koppelen Eis aan Bovenliggende/Onderliggende Eis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eis1698</td>
<td>persoon1</td>
<td>6-2-2014 08:47</td>
<td>Toevoegen Eistekst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that the actors are anonymized.*

This format is an event log and therefore suitable for process mining. The event log contains processes of 3002 specifications, 139,018 events happened over a time period starting at 06-02-2014 and ending at 19-06-2015. 65 people were involved in the project. The log is made while the project was half way so not every specifications’ process was finished. Therefore a lot of logs are incomplete. During the analysis the researchers have taken this into account.

Analysis

The process mining tools Disco\(^{34}\) and MyInvenio\(^{35}\) are used to analyse the event log. The first assignment is to study the complete process happened over time within the SE tool. The whole process map is very complicated and can be seen in Appendix 1. The simplified version, where the most occurring process steps are included, can be seen in Figure 2. As a result of this figure the process engineers concluded there are two main process flows. First (1) which can be described as creating a specification and assigning a responsible person to it. And (2) the verification and validation process of the specification. From the fact that two main processes occur can be concluded that the connection between those main processes are very variable and not have a structured workflow. This is seen by the process engineers as ineffective.

\(^{34}\) https://fluxicon.com/disco/
\(^{35}\) https://www.my-invenio.com/
Second question is to analyse the mean durations between creating an specification and validation the specification. In order to answer the question the data is filtered by the following query: Include only the cases which have a process step ‘Aanmaken/Imporiteren eiis (Create/import specification)’ and ‘Toevoegen Bewijsdocument (Add document of prove)’. This resulted in a dataset of 45% of the total specifications. The process map with the most occurring steps can be seen in Figure 3. This map is identified as a regular process by the process engineers. However the complete process map can be seen in appendix 2 and more complicated. It is concluded by the process engineers that several cases went as expected. But a lot of cases do not. 941 different process variants were discovered with a mean duration of 50.7 weeks, the process engineers identified this as a reliable result. The fastest process was done within 12 process steps and a duration of 92 days and 23 hours. The slowest process was done within 784 process steps and a duration of 1 year and 124 days. The case with the most steps contained 1903 process steps and had a duration of 1 year and 48 days. It is seen that a lot of differences are identified within the process of a specification. The process engineers concluded that in a lot cases the process is not happening as expected and that there is a lot of inefficiency. In addition they are willing to find the reasons of this variance and help the project team to improve the processes.
The third question which was of interest was: Who is involved in most process steps? It seemed that person 1 (38%) and person 2 (21%) have the most influence on the project. As can be seen in Figure 4. According to the process engineers this is strange because the projects have...
65 people involved which all should contribute to the process. Such a large differences should not occur, as a result they concluded that not everyone is using the tools correctly.

Fourth question was to analyse how often the responsibility of specifications changes from one person to another. This is important because failures can occur when responsibilities are changing during the project. The answer on this question is gained by Excel analytics and resulted in the histogram showed in Figure 5. In most situations the specification had just 1 person responsible during the process. But several cases the responsibility changed 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7 or even 8 times. In the most extreme situation the responsibility changed 11 times. The reason of those changes were not directly found. This is for future research.

As can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7 also analytics could be done about which people do similar tasks within the project. The process engineers identified ‘knowledge-clusters’ of people who do similar tasks, they see applications to connect people with the same responsibilities. In addition they discovered some people where very dominant in the usage of the tool during the project. They mentioned that in fact SE should trigger a process where everyone could participate, however the data proves that this was not the fact during this
project. However no hard conclusions can be given since this analytics was just on one project. Therefore more studies regarding social network mining in SE have to be done. Although it can be concluded that social network mining gives unique visualisations which enables refreshing insights.

Figure 6 Network of people doing similar process steps
5. Conclusion and discussion

This explorative study proved that it is possible to use Systems Engineering data to gain insight in the design process of complex projects. It took some time to prepare the data but valuable analytics could be done with process mining techniques. Real bottlenecks are found, process variants are discovered, social networks are exposed and improvements in the design process can be made. However the results look promising, they are generated out of data without considering the practical context of the results. Therefore the researcher and process engineers planned to do more case studies in order to monitor the influence of process mining in practice. However no hard conclusions can be given since this analytics was just on one project, it is concluded that it is valuable to use process mining to give continuously feedback loops to the project managers. Process mining gives unique visualisations which enables refreshing insights. In addition the social analytics gave insights which couldn’t be generated before.

Due to this experimental study the process engineers realized that the organization doesn’t control the field of information- and data modelling enough. People who are involved should have other competences which have to be developed in parts of the organization. The process engineers concluded with the following quote:

“Process mining analytics did us realize that we use our IT systems to store information, but those systems don’t automatically facilitate an efficient process.”

6. Acknowledgements
This study was not possible without the help of the process engineers of the contractor (who wants to stay anonymous). Special thanks go to them. Without their open mind, enthusiasm and assistance with data preparation and analysis this paper was not possible.
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Case study: Process mining with facility management data
Exploring the applications of process mining techniques with maintenance error data.
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Abstract
Facility managers, especially ones with a large amount of assets, use facility management systems to capture, store and plan maintenance data. Those systems are meant to plan and monitor current processes. But are hardly able to analyse processes which are already happened. In addition they are not able to compare different process variants of assets over longer time periods. Still this information is useful for a facility manager because he/she wants to learn from things which went wrong in the past. Therefore this study explores if facility management data is suitable for analysing processes around building elements with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a hospital the potential of combining process mining with maintenance data will be discovered. It can be concluded that with some data transformation maintenance data is suitable for process mining. Moreover the facility managers were surprised by the visualisation techniques and they gained clear insight in the error handling process. As a result they discovered problematic building elements and odd processes.

Keywords: Process mining, facility management, case study, maintenance, data, error handling process.

1. Introduction
What is this type of door? What properties does it have? When is it fabricated? How many times is it broken? How many times does it need a paint job? When is it not fixable and goes it to a destruction place? Is the process of door X the one I expect it to be? And if it deviates, why is that? Does that happen to all my doors? Or to just this one? In conclusion: What happens within a life of a door? These questions occur when a facility manager has to determine his maintaining schedule and budget. In this example it describes a door, but those questions can be about any building element. Currently it is difficult for the facility manager to answer those questions. The answers can be found in data, but often it is not generated, it is not available in a structured way, or when it is, it can be hard to analyse it. Facility managers, especially ones with a large amount of assets, use facility management systems to capture, store and plan maintenance data. Those systems are meant to plan and monitor current processes. But are hardly able to analyse processes which are already happened. In addition they are not able to compare different process variants of assets. Still this information is useful for a facility manager because he/she wants to learn from things which went wrong in the past. The research field of process mining may bring an answer to those questions. Process mining provides an approach to gain insight and improve processes in a lot application domains. The goal of process mining is to gain event data, extract process-related information and discover a process model.
The outline of this paper is as follows, first the research goals and proposed method will be elaborated, than some background about process mining and event logs will be given. Thereafter the case study is described and finally the conclusion and discussion will be elaborated.

2. Research

Research goals
This study explores if facility management data is suitable for analysing processes around building elements with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a hospital the potential of combining process mining with maintenance data will be discovered.

Method
Because no research is done to process mining with facility management data this study has an experimental purpose. By use of a case study the possibilities and usefulness will be explored. A hospital is chosen as a case because a lot of data is available within the facility management system. First step is to explore if the data is directly useful for process mining, in other words: can event logs directly be exported from the facility management database? If yes, analysis can be done. If no, how should the data be transformed into event logs? And how much effort does this take?
If it is possible to prepare the data then specific analysis can be done. To determine useful cases a brainstorm session will be held with the facility managers. Based on this session the use case with the most potential will be chosen.

3. Background

Process mining and Event logs
This paragraph describes how an event log should look like to enable construction process mining from a ‘building element perspective’. Event logs in general will be described shortly, in addition the requirements regarding event logs to enable process mining in construction will be described.

Using figure 1 as a reference, the following is assumed regarding event logs:

- A process consists of cases.
- A case consists of events such that each event related to precisely one case.
- Events within a case are ordered.
- Events can have attributes. Examples of attributes are activity, time, costs, and resource.
The bare minimum to enable process mining requires a Case ID and an Activity log:

1. **Case ID**: A case identifier, also called process instance ID, is necessary to distinguish different executions of the same process. What precisely the case ID is depends on the domain of the process. For example in a hospital this would be the patient ID. **In the case of construction process mining with BIM the case ID would be the GUID of the building element.**

2. **Activity/Event ID**: There should be names for different process steps or status changes that were performed in the process. If you have only one entry (one row) for each process instance, then your data is not detailed enough. The data needs to be on the transactional level (you should have access to the history of each case) and should not be aggregated to the case level. **In the case of construction process mining of a building element there should be a history of this element.**

To analyse performance related properties additional attributes are useful in the event log like:

3. **Timestamp**: At least one timestamp is needed to bring events in the right order. This time stamp is also needed to identify delays between activities and bottleneck identification.

**Resources**: For example the person or the company who executed the activity

More attributes can be added, this will be useful to gain extra information in while doing the analytics.

4. **Case study**
The case study has taken place at the Erasmus MC hospital in Rotterdam. This case is chosen because a lot of maintenance data is available in the facility management system (Planon). In addition this case is interesting because the hospital consists of different buildings, with all kinds of different building elements with specific maintenance programs and schedules. Moreover several alerts come in every day about broken doors, elevators and other elements. Currently the hospital is making new buildings and has plans to expand and renovate current buildings. In those plans they want to choose the best types of products. They indicated that they are interested in insight in the maintenance and error handling process of their current building elements in order to choose the best products in the future. Moreover the facility management has a standard process flow to treat errors, they wonder if this process is actually happening in reality. The amount of data, the complexity of the maintenance program and the fact that they are planning to make new buildings makes this case a perfect one to experiment with.

Interviews with the facility managers turn out that a lot of errors occur with building elements in the hospital. A dataset with all errors of the year 2014 is generated from Planon. This one is used in this study.

**Explore usefulness data**
In order to be useful the maintenance data had to be converted into event logs. Therefor at least a case ID, Event ID and timestamp are required. The data was delivered in .csv format with a lot of information and columns. It occurred that the data was not immediately suitable because in one row several events where captured. Those events had to be converted to single rows. This took half a day to prepare manually. But finally the column ‘Number’ could be used as Case ID. The column ‘StatusCode’ could be used as Event ID and the column ‘DatumEvent’ could be used as timestamp. Rows like ‘BuildingCode’ and ‘InventoryDescription’ are used as attributes. The data is tested by importing in the process mining tool Disco. It is concluded that the data is suitable for process mining analytics, but it takes some time to convert the data into event logs.

**Analysis**
A brainstorm session is held and as a result some questions are determined which can be analysed with process mining. The facility managers are interested in the process of alerts, is it really going as they think it is? They have a scheme which describes the proposed process flow, but they don’t know if it is actually happening. In addition they wonder how long the durations in between the steps are and which specific elements have most errors.

**Process check**
The standard process of error handling as determined by the facility managers can be seen in figure 2. The W numbers describe the process steps and are called StatusCode. The description of this code is in the next column. A normal process starts with W1 ‘error reported’ and ends with W6 ‘error administrative finished’. In between those steps all kinds of scenarios can occur. It can occur that some steps are skipped. Depending on the kind of error several steps are taken in the process.
The process map of the event log is generated and can be seen in figure 3. The facility managers indicated that this map is like expected. The process steps are according the planned process flow. Also the durations where indicated as realistic. For example the median duration between process step W5 and W6 is calculated for 31 days. The facility managers told that once a month step W6 is taken, so this is close to 31 days. They mentioned that they never had seen this kind of visualisation and that it gives an interesting perspective on their data.

Duration

In the process map it was noticed that between step W3 ‘Error assigned to subcontractor’ and step W5 ‘Error fixed’ the median duration was 24 hours. So within 24 hours the problem was solved by the subcontractor. The most interesting part for the facility managers was to identify the elements which took steps W3 and W5 after each other within a very short time. It was found that in 2414 cases the problem was solved within a median duration of 3 minutes (see figure 4). Which is, accordingly to the facility managers, practically impossible. More specific this means that within 3 minutes an error is assigned to a person and he almost immediately solved it, which is only possible if he was on the exact location of the error at the moment of assigning. This notification led to a deeper research in this process. It seemed that for this 3 minute job an average price of 300 euro was charged by the subcontractors (in total €723600,-).

The errors were related to several topics (As can be seen in figure 5). For example 14% of the errors where related to electricity and 11% was related to sanitary and water problems. In addition the product types which faced the most problems could be discovered partly. It seemed that most electrical problems occurred with ‘Double electrical revolving doors’, ‘Personal elevators’ and ‘Brancard elevators’. But also a lot of product types couldn’t be identified because they didn’t have a specific description in the data (As can be seen in figure 6). In addition it is seen that some types of the same product, have different descriptions like ‘Personenlift’ and ‘Personen lift’ are indicated as separate types, but are in fact the same. This makes it more difficult to identify the problematic product types.
As a result of this analysis the facility managers were surprised about the amount of money which was spent to short (and unrealistic) jobs and they are going to monitor those errors for next months to figure out how this maybe can save them money. A notifiable quote was mentioned by one of the facility managers, she said “We can probably save more money with investing in data analytics, than with firing our own people”.

5. Conclusion and discussion
This study explored if facility management data is suitable for analysing processes around building elements with process mining techniques. By use of a case study at a hospital the potential of combining process mining with maintenance data is discovered. It can be concluded that with some data transformation maintenance data is suitable for process mining. Moreover the facility managers were surprised by the visualisation techniques and they gained clear insight in the error handling process. As a result they discovered problematic building elements and odd processes. The facility managers where definitely interested in using those kind of analytics more in the future. In order to enable process mining on a larger scale it would be useful that facility management systems adapt an ‘export to event log’ function. Also naming of elements should be consistent in order to make analytics more easy and reliable.

This study just explored the topic of facility management based process mining and has proven some useful applications. More (case-) studies should be elaborated to indicate the potential of this topic. In addition it would be useful to study the potential of integrating different data sources of other phases, for example the design-or construction-phase, in building elements lifecycle in order to gain insight in the process on a longer time span.

6. Acknowledgements
This study was not possible without the help of the facility managers of Erasmus MC Hospital. Special thanks go to them. Without their open mind, enthusiasm and assistance with data preparation and analysis this paper was not possible.
14 Appendix Dataset
The dataset can be downloaded via:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/a0smmmxs5kopyho/Dataset%20Schependomlaan.zip?dl=0

14.1 Dataset Schependomlaan
This document contains information about the data set regarding the construction project Schependomlaan. All involved parties have given permission to use the data for scientific and academic purposes. The data is gathered during the master thesis project of Stijn van Schaijk. In collaboration with Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling\(^\text{36}\), ROOT\(^\text{37}\), TNO\(^\text{38}\) and RAAMAC\(^\text{39}\) the data is collected. General information about the project can be found at the website http://www.schependomlaan.nl/.
The dataset contains the following elements:

- Design model in .IFC
- Subcontractor models in .IFC and .DWG
  - Flooring
  - Walls
  - Stairs
  - Fencing
  - Steel
  - Roofs
  - Prefab
  - ...
- Coordination models in .TBP (Tekla BIMsight Package)
- Schedule/Planning in .pdf and .xml
- As-planned models in .IFC and Synchro file format.
- As-built models in point cloud formats .ASCII and .PLY
- Results comparison as-planned and as-built models in .xlsx
- As-planned Event log in .xlsx and .csv
- As-built Event log in .xlsx and .csv
- Event log with actors in .xlsx and .csv

Some files contain some errors and therefore have to be treated carefully. The description of all files is written next.

14.1.1 Design model
The design model IFC Schependomlaan.ifc is made in Archicad by ROOT bv. They modelled the project by order of Hendriks Bouw en Ontwikkeling. The project was originally drawn in 2D cad formats and was translated into a high quality BIM model. The design model is used as a reference during the engineering phase in collaboration with the subcontractors.

\(^{36}\) http://www.hendriksbouwenontwikkeling.nl/
\(^{37}\) http://www.root-bv.nl/
\(^{38}\) https://www.tno.nl/en/
\(^{39}\) http://raamac.cee.illinois.edu/
14.1.2 Coordination model and Subcontractor models
The models delivered by the subcontractors are coordinated in the file: Schependomlaan Nijmegen.tbp. This file can be opened using Tekla BIMsight\(^{40}\) and contains all the subcontractor models. Some subcontractors couldn’t deliver their products in BIM/.IFC. Those designs are aligned with the BIM using .DWG formats.

14.1.3 Planning and as-planned models
As-planned models are created by use of Synchro\(^ {41}\) software. The design IFC is connected by use of the .XML planning. The native Synchro file is available Synchro project Schependomlaan.sp. From Synchro as-planned models are exported to .IFC. A model containing all the planning information is exported called: IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc. As part of the study also as-planned models on specific dates had to be exported. So the following models have been made:

- Week 26 26 june IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc
- Week 27 3 july IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc
- Week 28 10 july IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc
- Week 29 17 july IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc
- Week 30 24 july IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc
- Week 37 11 sept IFC Schependomlaan incl planningsdata.ifc

Note that at the moment of writing Synchro does not have optimal IFC exporting options, as a result the data structure in IFC is changed during export. The elevation tree is changed and the property sets are changed. As can be seen in the figures below. One has to take this into account when working with this dataset.

\(^{40}\) https://www.teklabimsight.com/
\(^{41}\) https://synchroltd.com/
Figure 49 Changed IFC structure elevations. Upper model is the original, the lower model is the as-planned model with the changed elevation structure.

Figure 50 Parameter structure before Synchro export, notice the property sets in the green rectangle.
Figure 51 Parameter structure after ifc export, notice the red rectangle: original parameter sets are merged into one SynchroResourcePropertyset
14.1.4 As-built Point clouds
The construction site is filmed with drones over days during the project. The movies can be seen at the Youtube chanel of the drone pilot:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHsKVCxqYaZn39JNZH7v9LQ

Movies of week 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 are used to create as-built point clouds using structure from motion techniques. The point clouds are available in .PLY, .ASCII and some in .LAS files.

14.1.5 Comparison as-planned as-built
The as-built point clouds are compared with the as-planned IFC using a matlab algorithm by RAAMAC. As a result a comparison sheet is created. See the file: comparison_all weeks.xlsx

14.1.6 Event logs
Part of the research was to enable construction process mining. In order to do so event logs had to be created. Those files can be analysed in process mining tools. The as-planned event log is in the file eventlog IFC schependomlaan.csv. The event log containing as-built information is the file: Schependomlaan eventlog as planned data incl as built data.csv. As part of an experiment also actors are added to an event log. Those actors are fake and not realistic. But to proof that social network analytics can be done with those data structures this file is made: Schependomlaan eventlog as planned data incl as built data incl Actors FAKE.csv.
15 Appendix Algorithm Eventlog service

Generating an event log from an IFC model can probably be done in several ways. In this appendix the used algorithm for the Eventlog service is explained in general. The source code which uses this algorithm in the Eventlog service can be found at:


Using the Eventlog service asks the user to give the location of the element code and the material. In this sample algorithm the parameters Element code and Material are filled in as follows:

- **Element code (i.e. Nl-Sfb):** [ArchicadProperties]Layer
- **Material:** [ArchiCADProperties]Building material / Composite / Profile

1. Start
2. Load IFC
3. Make .csv with columns:
   a. GUID
   b. ifcClass
   c. Nl-sfb
   d. Material
   e. Task
   f. Resource
   g. TaskName
   h. TaskStart
   i. TaskFinish
4. List all elements in IFC based on GUID
5. Start with GUID1
6. Take GUID1 export to **GUID** column in .csv list
7. Search GUID 1
   a. Find:IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES
   b. Take ‘ifcPropertySetDefinition #number’.
8. Search ‘ifcPropertySetDefinition #number’
   a. Find IFCPROPERTYSET
   b. Take ‘HasProperties’
9. Search all ‘HasProperties’ for:
   a. **Element classification**
      i. Take IFCLABEL
      ii. Export to column IfcClass
   b. [ArchicadProperties]Building material / Composite / Profile
      i. Take IFCLABEL
      ii. Export to column Material
   c. [ArchicadProperties]Layer
      i. Take IFCLABEL
      ii. Export to column Nl-sfb
   d. Name
i. Take IFCLASS
ii. Export to column Resource

10. Search GUID1
   a. Find IFCRELASSIGNTOPROCESS
   b. Take #number RelatingProcessSelect
      i. Find IfcTask
         1. Take name
         2. Export name to column TaskName
         3. Take TaskId
         4. Export TaskId to column TaskName
      ii. Take #number IfcTask
   c. Search #number IfcTask
      i. Find IFCRELASSIGNTASKS
      ii. Take #number TimeForTasks
   d. Search #number TimeForTasks
      i. Find IFCSCHEDULETIMECONTROL
      ii. Take #number ScheduleStart
         1. Search #number ScheduleStart
            a. Find IFCDATEANDTIME
            b. Take #number DateComponent
         2. Search #number DateComponent
            a. Find IFCCALENDARDATE
            b. Take DayComponent,MnthComponent,YearComponent
            c. Export components to column TaskStart
      iii. Take #number ScheduleFinish
         1. Search #number ScheduleFinish
            a. Find IFCDATEANDTIME
            b. Take #number DateComponent
         2. Search #number DateComponent
            a. Find IFCCALENDARDATE
            b. Take DayComponent,MnthComponent,YearComponent
            c. Export components to column TaskFinish
   e. For each task related to GUID1 create new row and copy columns GUID, IfcClass, Material, Resource. Then add task related information to the specific row.
   f. After GUID 1 take GUID 2, GUID 3, all other GUIDs etc, and repeat the algorithm as described above.
   g. Sort output on TaskStart time.
   h. Output as .csv string.
16 Appendix Algorithm Planning consult service

Generating an planning advice from an event log and an IFC model can probably be done in several ways. The algorithm of the Planning consult will be described in general in this appendix.

The source code which uses this algorithm in the Planning consult service can be found at: https://github.com/opensourceBIM/BIMserver/tree/master/DemoPlugins/src/org/bimserver/demoplugins/service/planner

1. Input IFC:
   a. Read IFC:
      i. Parse IFC model.
   b. Make object model (with EMF).

2. Input .csv event log:
   a. Read .csv:
      i. Parse .csv file.
   b. Make an object model from events in .csv.
   c. Arrange events on start date.
   d. Analyse of the code, go through all events:
      i. Make a planning for each event.
      ii. Track mapping all materials and GUIDs.
      iii. Look at GUID from object belonging to event.
      iv. Create task with TaskName if it is not done before.
      v. Look if task is according to schedule or not (failure data).
      vi. Update counters:
          1. Total
          2. On Time
          3. Too late
      vii. Add task to planning if it is not done before.

3. Give suggested planning per material and make mapping material to planning advice:
   a. Look at all IfcProduct objects.
   b. Get material from all products:
      i. Take materialParameter which is given by the user.
      ii. Simplify material if it is given by the user.
   c. Check is there is a suggested planning for the material:
      i. If yes: Count update.
      ii. If no: create new suggested planning.
   d. Search materials in mapping event log:
      i. First original material name.
      ii. Second simplified material.
         1. No found list: Database count 0.
         2. Yes found list: Database count amount of GUIDS.
   e. Go through list of GUIDS.
   f. Search for planning from mapping planning by GUID.
      i. If found: Add planning variant.
ii. Within planning advice store all planning.

iii. Keep all unique planning variants.

4. Print all info into a structure document file which is readable and understandable (for example to .HTML).
17 Appendix Planning consult Schependomlaan
This appendix contains the result of the Planning consult software tool as used in the case study Schependomlaan.

The following elements are not recognized in the database:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product type</th>
<th>Amount of elements in model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M_Single-Flush: 0915 x 2134mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level: 8mm Head</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Roof: Generic - 400mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Planning Consult Results

Breedplaat

In the model are found 2 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 58

In the plannings database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 43 % of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00560 Leggen breedplaat incl. Veiligheid</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00600 Randkist</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ST00660 Installateurs</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ST00630 Stalen balken</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ST00210 Wapening</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ST00230 Stort</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ST00540 Opstellen</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variant 2: 57 % of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00540 Opstellen</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00560 Leggen breedplaat incl. Veiligheid</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ST00600 Randkist</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ST00660 Installateurs</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ST00210 Wapening</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ST00230 Stort</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kanaalplaat

In the model are found 2 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 46

In the plannings database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 100 % of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00350 Kanaalplaatvloer leggen (lev. week 16)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stelkozijn

In the model are found 9 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 135

In the plannings database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 28 % of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00970 Plaatsen kozijnen</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variant 2: 72 % of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00930 Stelwerk buitengevel</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST00970 Plaatsen kozijnen</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baksteen

In the model are found 4 elements of this type of product.

Planning advice

Amount of elements in the database: 357

In the plannings database the following process variants are found

Variant 1: 55% of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST00940 Stelwerk buitengevel</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ST01050 Metselwerk</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variant 2: 45% of the elements from this product type are planned according to these steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Percent on time</th>
<th>Percent too late</th>
<th>Percent unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ST01050 Metselwerk</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>